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Exterior Paint Analysis
Methodology
The primary goal of this exterior paint study has been to characterize the various color treatments of the building
exterior throughout its evolution rather than match specific colors for actual restoration. A secondary goal has
been to identify significant changes to the exterior that are revealed by the paint and related historic photographs.
The study has been carried out by William Finch of Finch&Rose, historic preservation consultants located in
Beverly Massachusetts.
Exterior paint samples from clapboards were obtained following the removal of limited areas of aluminum siding.
A single clapboard was removed from the top course of the front facade, two clapboards were removed from the
west side façade, and a single one from the east side facade. An additional clapboard installed in 1946 was
removed from the rear facade. The clapboards were then cut into sections that could be polished as cross sections
and examined in both visible and UV light under a microscope. Several samples were also sanded and polished to
reveal oblique samples of the paint layer chronology.
Exterior samples were taken from various trim elements by cutting small samples out of the trim. Samples
included the wood substrate to the greatest extent feasible, but many samples sheared off at the junction to the
substrate. Wherever possible the samples were obtained from protected areas, as much of the paint had weathered
off during the 19th century in exposed areas. Selected samples were then cast in cold molding resin and polished
with successive grits of micro-mesh abrasive cloth to form cross sections for microscopic examination.
Trim elements sampled included the upper section of a column, both the field and border of a corner pilaster, the
porch ceiling, window frames on both the front, west, and rear facades, the door surround for the west side door,
and the molding on the cornice entablature just below the crown molding on the west facade. At the front entry
samples were taken from the transom sash, the top surface of the transom bar, both the background and the raised
ornament to the left of the transom, and from the original door jamb.
The polished samples were examined and photographed using an Olympus BH2 microscope at magnification
ranges of 50x, 125x, and occasionally 250x in both visible and ultra-violet light. The latter sometimes helps to
visually distinguish between layers that appear similar in visible light, and to distinguish layers of discolored
varnish from dirt. The photographs were taken using a Nikon D700 digital camera. Comparisons between samples
were done on a Macintosh computer using Adobe Lightroom and occasionally Adobe Photoshop to process the
photographs. Care was taken to use the same color balance settings on all the samples during processing to
minimize the variables in comparing samples. Following the lab analysis and the establishment of the basic
sequences, further analysis was done on site using a Bausch & Lomb zoom binocular microscope to examine
specific elements that had not been cast in resin.
The verbal description of the individual layers in the report is simply an arbitrary characterization of the visual
colors of the layers as they appeared in the cross section. The paint sequences are described and numbered in the
text as “generations” rather than individual layers. A “generation” defines a full finish treatment including all the
individual layers that make it up including any priming layers. Thus some “generations” are composed of only a
single layer, and other may include two or three layers comprising both primers and finish layers.
Many colors appear much paler in cross section view than when properly exposed for color matching,
and historic paints are often subject to yellowing and other degradation that affects their appearance
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in cross section. Therefore, the sequences and photographs of samples in the report should not be
used as a basis for the restoration of historic paint treatments without appropriate additional sampling and
analysis.
Paint Findings
The exterior trim was found to have approximately 19-20 generations of paint while the clapboards have about
14-15 generations due to the installation of aluminum siding in 1964.With information from dateable historic
photographs, the installation of new clapboards and trim on the rear facade in 1946, and aluminum siding over the
clapboards in 1964, it has been possible to establish dates for some of the paint generations within the paint
sequence.
The following text describes the findings of the analysis for each of the successive paint generations. The text is
followed by a selection of photographs of cross sections in visible and UV light annotated to explain the basic
sequences, and details of several historic photographs that helped to inform the analysis. A tentative match is
provided for the finish paints of the first generation treatment. The paint on the exterior doors and shutters is not
discussed because the doors have been fully stripped of their pre-1946 paint, and the existing shutters appear to be
fairly new with no relevant paint history.
Generation 1 – The initial paint treatment on the front facade consisted of a sanded light grey on the clapboards
and all the trim elements including the columns. The sand appears to have been applied to the wet surface of the
grey paint rather than being mixed into it. Most of the sand appears to be light buff in color. In some samples there
are small areas of an unidentified black material intermingled with the sand. Whether the black is simply soot
(possibly from coal fired furnaces), or a purposeful spattering of black paint to better simulate the appearance of
stone could not be determined. On the side facades the same base light grey was used, but the sand was omitted.
Both the front and sides have layers of light blue-greenish grey and/or light blueish grey applied over the light
grey. The light blueish grey has bits of blue pigment that are clearly visible under cross-polarized light, and appear
to be the top layer. On much of the front facade these layers have degraded into a dull greenish mass covering the
initial sanded finish. On the side facades extensive weathering in the mid 19th century has resulted in most of the
initial layers disappearing except within deep weather checks and at the lapping of the clapboard courses.
This treatment is quite curious for a number of reasons. Sanding the paint was usually done to imitate the
appearance of masonry on rusticated or flush boarding and trim. We have never seen sanded paint applied to
clapboards. Applying the treatment to only the front facade would be logical if it was sided with flush or
rusticated boards to simulate stone while the sides were clapboarded.
On the side facade there is no obvious layer of dirt between the light and blueish green layers that would indicate
that the light grey was the first finish. On the front facade, the amount of visible dirt between the sand and the
light blue-greenish grey that is over it is minimal at best. We wonder speculatively if the sand was applied and
then over-painted within a short time with the light blue-greenish grey, perhaps because the sand did not look
right on the clapboards.
The greenish cast to the light blue-greenish grey appears to be due to the yellowing of the oil in it, and becomes
less pronounced after 10 days exposure to UV light. However, the greenish cast of the layer over the sand on the
front facade remains quite pronounced after exposure to UV. The layer appears to be heavily loaded with oil
which may account for its degradation. One could speculate that it was applied over the sanded layer both as a
sealer and to smooth out the sand texture in preparation for the next generation of paint.
The initial treatment including the bluish grey layers on the side facades appears to have remained exposed for a
number of years before the next generation of paint was applied. This assumption is based both on its visual
degradation and the fact that most of this treatment had weathered off the east and west side clapboards before the
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structure was repainted with the subsequent off-whites. Samples from the front transom light sash and sidelights
are ambiguous as to the initial paint color of the sash. The transom does show an off white below a series of early
browns and blacks, but the white may be paint from later white generations that has seeped through cracks in the
dark layers.
Generation 1 Color Match – A very tentative color match to the first generation paint using California Paints
colors is #8633W “Smoky Candle” for the base grey layer that received the sand, and “Citadel Blue” from
California Paint’s Historic color series for the bluish grey as it appears on the side facade clapboards. The actual
appearance of the sanded finish would be derived from the appearance of the sand in combination with the base
coat. If it is decided to restore the original paint treatments, more investigation of the initial layers is strongly
recommended before finalizing the treatment.
Generations 2 thru 5 – The initial treatment is followed by 3-4 generations of creams and off-whites on both the
trim and clapboards that appear to span from the 1850s to the 1890s. There is considerable variation in the tone of
these layers that is likely due to yellowing of their oil content. These layers are consistent with the appearance of
the house in several exterior photographs believed to date to the 1850s and early 60s that show a uniform light
color with dark window sash. The initial dark browns and black on the sash samples probably date to this period.
Generation 6 (c. 1900) – Several photographs dated 1903 show a multiple tone paint treatment. The clapboards
are light in tone while the trim is dark, except that some elements of the front entry and the field of the corner
pilasters are picked out with a lighter shade. At the cornice level, the flat entablature is light, while the moldings
applied on it are dark. Similarly, the column shafts are light while the capitols are dark. The paint samples suggest
that the clapboards and other elements that are light toned in the photograph are a very light tan, and the dark
toned elements are a dark tan (similar to terra cotta). As subtle variations in light colors are often difficult to
distinguish from cross section samples, it is possible that the clapboards are a slightly deeper shade of light tan
than the light toned trim elements.
The tone of the sash in the photos is clearly dark, but does not appear to be black. Perhaps the dark red or the next
brown is the sash treatment associated with this and the next generation.
Generation 7 – The next finish treatment is a uniform dark tan applied to all elements. The tan is virtually the
same as the dark tan in the previous generation. On the previously dark trim elements there is no obvious
demarcation between the two generations. Perhaps only the previously light elements were repainted to match the
dark tan of the dark elements. There is a heavy accumulation of dirt over both the clapboard and trim paint of this
dark tan generation suggesting it was left this way for a number of years before repainting. Unfortunately, there
are no photographs documenting this treatment.
Generations 8 thru 10 – A photograph from a newspaper dated 1921 shows the house with light trim and darker
clapboards. Some trim elements, such as the field of the corner pilasters, are picked out with the darker clapboard
color. The column shafts and cornice entablature are the darker shade, while the column capitols and entablature
moldings are the lighter shades. The paint samples show a series of light greys and creams following the dark tan
of generation 7. Whether the clapboards and trim were painted the different shades in all generations or were the
same shade in some generations could not be reliably determined from the samples due to age discoloration and
dirt affecting these layers.
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The last black layer on the sash samples may correlate with the first of these generations, while the first white
over the black may correlate with generations 10 and/or 11. The tone of the sash in the 1921 photo is not clear.
Generation 11 – On most samples this generation this appears to be a single layer that appears similar to
generations 8-10 including its appearance in UV light. The photograph dated March, 1942 shows the house
painted in a uniform light color, including the window sash that is presumably this generation. Library records (as
reported in the HKT report, although that specific record could not be located by this study) indicate the house
was repaired and the roof reshingled between 1934 and 1936. Perhaps generation 11 was applied as part of this
work.
The sash from this point onwards (if not a generation or two before) was white.
Generation 11A – Comparing samples from exterior clapboards and trim installed in 1946 with the west entry
trim shows there was one generation of off-white on the west entry before the first finish on the 1946 elements.
This generation on the west entry trim does not have the mild fluorescence in UV light that generation 11 has on
other elements, and therefore appears to be a different paint. It may have been applied a few years later to match
generation 11 using a different brand having a different reaction to UV light. As samples from the west entry door
trim start with generation 11A but have considerable dirt on top between 11A and 12, the current doorway was
probably installed a few years after generation 11 was applied, perhaps to provide a second egress route from
Robbins Hall (the side stair to Robbins Hall that was removed in 1946 may have been installed at the same time).
Generation 12 (1946) – All layers on all samples are clearly white or off-white following generation 11. The
clapboards and trim installed on the rear facade in 1946 following the removal of the original rear ell provide a
clear benchmark to identify this generation, which was a uniform white on all elements (clapboards, trim, and
sash). The 1946 woodwork has a priming layer that is a medium grey consisting of tiny metallic flakes. This is
believed to be aluminum paint. A US Forest Products Laboratory Technical Publication (# 228) published in 1952
describes the use of aluminum paint as primer to block the migration of moisture to or from substrates including
sap stains in wood. Viewed in cross section, the white finish layer has a moderate texture in visible light, and
lacks fluorescence in UV light (i.e., it appears relatively dark).
Generation 13 – This generation consists of a single layer of white on all elements. In cross section it has a
smooth texture in visible light and mild fluorescence in UV light that makes it a clear benchmark in relation to the
adjacent layers. It was probably applied in the early 1950s.
Generation 14 – This generation consists of two layers of white applied to all elements. Viewed in cross section,
both layers have a moderate texture in visible light. The priming layer lacks fluorescence in UV light while the
finish layer as very slight fluorescence. This is the last paint generation applied to the clapboards before they were
covered with aluminum siding in 1964, and therefore probably dates to the late 1950s.
Generations 15 thru 19 – These generations each consist of one or two layers of white or off-white on the trim
and sash, with generation 15 likely dating to 1964 when the aluminum siding was installed over the clapboards.
Generation 19 is the current finish.
Preservation Priorities
The identification of existing visible exterior building elements that should be retained and preserved is presented
as a listing below. The relative preservation priority for the identified elements has been divided into three levels.
Level 1 Features: Exterior elements dating to the original or early construction of the building that remain in their
original position and are judged essential in defining the early architectural character of the house. These features
should be preserved in place, and any missing components restored.
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Level 2 Features: Early exterior elements that have been moved from their original locations, such as doors and
door casings, but still function as character defining features. Such features should be retained but can be moved
to new locations as required for reuse of the building.
Level 3 Features: Late elements that may contribute to the character of the building as renovated in 1946, but
were not present in the nineteenth century. In some cases these are accurate reproductions of early elements, in
others they are items installed more for expedience than historic fidelity. Some severely damaged or altered early
features are also placed in this category. Features in this category do not require preservation, and in many cases
need to be removed in order to restore the early character of the building.
Features:
Asphalt shingle roof – Late 20th Century
Copper skirt at roof edge – Early 20th Century
Copper gutter liner – Early 20th Century
Brick Chimneys – Original, modified 19th Century
Metal Chimney Pipe – Early 20th Century
Vent Stack Pipes – Early 20th Century
Wood Gutters – Early to Original
Aluminum Downspouts – Modern
Wood Trim – Original
Aluminum Siding – 1964
Wood Clapboard Siding – Early to Original
Fire Escape – c. 1946
Windows – Attic – Original
Windows – Second Floor South, East, West Elevations – Original
Windows – Second Floor North Elevation c. 1946
Door – Second Floor Fire Escape Door c. 1946
Windows – First Floor South, East, West Elevations – Original
Windows – First Floor North Elevation c. 1946
Door – West entry door and trim – c. 1930s
Door – Front – Original, swing direction changed
Columns – Original
Brick Porch – After 1942
Granite foundation face – Original
Rubble foundation – Original
Bulkhead – Prior to 1942
Basement Double Hung Windows – Prior to 1942
Frame infill at basement wall – Prior to 1942
Basement 3-lite windows – Early to original
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3
3 (useful to maintain)
3 (useful to maintain)
1
3
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
1
2
3
1
2
2
1
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1
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Figure 1A: Front facade clapboard - visible light. “A” is the
generation #1 light grey over an off white primer. “B” is a
sand particle embedded in the top surface of “A”. “C” is the
blue-greenish grey layer that was applied over the sand paint
and appears in this sample to have degraded to brown from
yellowing oil. “D” marks layers #2-5. “E” marks the light tan
of generation #6 that goes with dark trim at “E” in fig 2A. “F”
marks the the dark tan of generation #7. The layers marked
“G” in this sample are both indistinct and not complete.

A

Figure 1B: Front facade clapboard - UV light. The letters
mark the same layers indicated in Fig. 1A. Note that in UV
light the priming layer is more clearly visible under its light
grey top coat. Also note that layer “E” has a moderate level of
fluorescence while the layers below it have strong fluorescence.
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Figure 2A: Front facade @ top of entry transom - visible light.
Layer “A” primer is missing from this sample and the light grey
above it is fragmentary. “B” is a sand particle. Whether “C” is the
blue-greenish grey layer that was applied over the sand or part of
sequence “D is not clear. “D” marks layers #2-5. “E” marks the dark
tan of generation #6 that goes with the light tan at “E” in fig 2A.
“F” marks the the dark tan of generation #7. “G” marks generations
8-11. “H” marks generation 12 applied in 1946. “I” marks #13. “J”
marks #14, the last finish on the clapboards prior to the aluminum
siding in 1964. “K” includes the layers installed in 1964 and later.
Menders, Torrey & Spencer, Inc.
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Figure 2B: Front facade @ top of entry transom UV light. The letters mark the same layers indicated
in Fig. 2A. Note that the fluorescing layers at “D” are
identical in tonal sequence to “D” in Fig. 1B and go
right up to “E” which does not fluoresce. Also note
that “I” has moderate fluorescence and stands out
clearly from H and J. “J” is made up of two layers;
has a priming layer that does not fluoresce and a finish with slight fluorescence. The black spots between
generations are dirt on the surface of the finish layers.
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Figure 3A: West facade clapboard - visible light. The sample
is from the lower butt of the clapboard where it was protected
from weathering. Layer “A” marks the off-white primer with
a light grey layer over it. There is no sand in all samples from
the side facades. “C” marks the light bluish grey and bluegreenish grey layers that parallel the layers at “C” in Fig. 1.
“D” marks generations 2-5. “E” marks the light tan layer #6
c. 1903, and “F” is the subsequent dark tan #7. “G” marks
#8-11, “H” is # 12 applied in 1946. “J” is the layer covered by
aluminum siding in 1964.

C

Figure 5: West facade clapboard - visible
light. The sample is from the top edge of
a typical clapboard where the paint has
been protected by the butt of the clapboard
above it. “A” marks a sizable piece of light
grey, and “C” the blue-greenish layer applied over the grey.
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Figure 3B: West facade clapboard - UV light. The letters
mark the same layers indicated in Fig. 3A. Note that layer
“E” has a moderate level of fluorescence while the layers
below it have strong fluorescence, similar to Fig 1B..

C

Figure 4: West facade clapboard - visible
light. The sample is from the face of a
typical clapboard where weathering has removed the earliest paint layers and caused
deep checks in the surface of the wood.
“C” marks fragments of the layer marked
“C” in Fig. 3A that still survive.
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Figure 6 (Left): Scanned image
of face of clapboard removed from
front facade that has been sanded
to reveal the progression of the
paint layers at an oblique angle
(i.e., not in cross section). The
wood substrate is at the bottom.
This sample and the clapboard from
the west facade in Figure 7 below
were scanned together so that their
color balance is the same. The
letters refer to the layers marked
in Fig. 1 & 2. The red arrow points
to a clump of black shows up in a
number of samples from the front
facade. Whether it is random bits of
soot from burning coal or intentional spattering of black paint over
the sanded finish to more closely
simulate the mottled appearance of
stone is not clear. Based on its appearance in fig, 1, layer C appears
to have a high oil content and could
have been applied as a sealer over
the sand to form the base coat for
the next paint generation.

Figure 7: Scanned image of face of clapboard removed from west side facade. The right half of the sample
has been prepared to reveal grey of generation 31 along with bits of the bluish grey layer that was applied
over the grey. The lower part of the sample is the top of the clapboard where the clapboard above laps over
it resulting in a relatively buildup of early paint. The sample has been subjected to UV light for about 10
days to reverse the yellowing of oils in the paint. The area between the dashed lines was covered during
the UV treatment and illustrates the extent of yellowing that has occurred. Note how the blueish grey in the
untreated section (arrow) is distinctly greener than the adjacent treated area. The sample in Fig 16 was also
with UV with much less impact on the sample (the right hand third of the sample was covered during the
treatment).
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Figure 8B: Rear facade 1946 clapboard - UV
light. The letters mark the same layers indicated in
Fig. 8A. Note that prime and finish layers are visible within each generation. “I” has the fluorescence
that distinguishes generation #13 in each sample.

Figure 8A: Rear facade 1946 clapboard - visible
light. Arrow points to aluminum paint primer.
“H” is the first generation on the 1946 clapboards, and corresponds to generation #12 on the
original clapboards and trim.
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Figure 9A & 9A: Rear facade 1946 trim- visible light (9A - left) and UV light (9B - right). Generations H, I, & J can be seen
to match H, I, & J in Fig. 8A & 8B. The wood substrate is missing, but a clump of the aluminum primer is present (white arrow).
“K” marks the paint generations that were applied following the installation of aluminum siding over the clapboards in 1964.
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Figures 10A & 10B: West entry trim (top of capitol)- visible light (10A - left) and UV light (10B - right). Generations H, I, & J
can be seen to match H, I, & J in Fig. 8 & 9A and 8 & 9B. Generation “X” has a heavy layer of dirt between it and H, indicating
it was exposed a number of years before 1946 (the “dirt” is not a layer of aluminum paint). Generation “X” was directly on the
wood substrate and appears similar to generation # 11 on the original wood trim, and suggests the door trim was installed in the
1930s rather than 1946. “K” marks the paint generations that were applied following the installation of aluminum siding in 1964.
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Figures 11A & 11B: Entry fan light (lower rail)- visible light (11A - left) and UV light (11B - right). Generations H, I, J, & K
match H, I, J,& K in Fig. 2A & 2B. “G” is generation 11 and possibly 10, and is the off-white on the sash in the 1942 photo (fig
13). The arrow points to thin layer of cream that may be the original sash treatment. The dark layers above it show the sash treatments in the later 19th and early twentieth century, as illustrated by the 1903 photo below (fig. 12).
Figure 12 (left): c 1903 photo showing the multishade treatment of Generation #6 including a dark
brown or possibly dark red treatment on the window
sash. The door is clearly darker than the trim. This
original door remains in place, but its historic color
treatments could not be determined because all its
paint has been fully stripped since 1946.

Figure 13 (below): 1942 photo showing the uniform off-white treatment of paint generation #11
that was probably applied in the 1930s. It is clear
that the window sash are off-white. Whether they
were also off-white in generations 10 and 11 is not
clear form the samples and historic photographs.
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G

Figure 14: C. 1903 photo showing the multi-shade treatment of
Generation #6. The red arrows point to trim elements that painted dark tan along with the window and door frames. panel of the
corner pilasters was painted light tan similar to the clapboards.

Figure 16 (left): C. 1860s or 70s
photo of the west facade showing the
uniform off-white paint treatment of
this period with dark sash. Also shown
are the original side doors in the ell
(A) and main house (B). Note that the
latter has a transom light over the door
(Arrow).

B
A

Figure 17 (right): C. 1900 photo of the west
facade showing that both the door in the ell
and side door in the main house have been
removed and replaced by windows (A & B). The
current west facade doorway is an approximate
reproduction of the original shown in fig. 16,
but lacks the transom light. Based on its paint
layers, the current door was probably installed
in the 1930s.
Menders, Torrey & Spencer, Inc.
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Figure 15: 1921 photo showing the multi-shade
treatment of Generation #8 and/or 9. The tonalities of
generation # 6 have been reversed making all the trim
elements that were dark in generation #6 light (probably
cream) while the body is dark (probably light grey).
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Interior Finishes Analysis
Methodology
The interior paint analysis of the Stone House was carried out with two primary goals. The first goal has been to
characterize the various color treatments of the interior woodwork and plaster throughout its evolution rather than
match specific colors for actual restoration. The second goal has been to use information from the paint analysis to
help determine the original plan of the house and its subsequent changes, along with identifying existing
significant building fabric. This second goal was also informed by looking carefully at construction details for
evidence of former early elements, as well as the historic photographs and documents compiled by Ann Grady in
the Historic Analysis sections of this report. The work was further facilitated by the removal of various
furnishings and finishes from the 1946 renovation by the Project Team. The paint analysis has been carried out by
William Finch of Finch&Rose, historic preservation consultants located in Beverly, Massachusetts.
The first floor was thought to have been originally divided into two principal rooms on each side of a central
formal entrance hall and stair running through the center of the building. There also may have been a secondary
entry hall between the two rooms on the west side of the building, and possibly some service spaces between the
easterly two rooms. It was hoped that potential differences in the paint sequences from the presumed rooms would
help verify the original plan.
At the first floor, the removal of bookcases revealed that some of the window architrave moldings had been
partially removed in 1946 to install the bookcases, leaving only about a 9” length of the molding in place below
the corner blocks. At each of the presumed rooms (5 rooms except the west center space where the moldings had
not been cut), a remaining short length of architrave molding was removed for analysis of its paint. A 1/2” thick
slice was then cut out off the end of each piece of molding and polished with successive grits of 5” micro-mesh
abrasive discs attached to a Porter Cable random orbit sander to form cross sections for microscopic examination.
The polished samples were examined and photographed using an Olympus BH2 microscope at magnification
ranges of 50x, 125x, and occasionally 250x in both visible and ultra-violet light. The latter sometimes helps to
visually distinguish between layers that appear similar in visible light, and to distinguish layers of discolored
varnish from dirt. The photographs were taken using a Nikon D700 digital camera. Comparisons between samples
were done on a Macintosh computer using Adobe Lightroom and occasionally Adobe Photoshop to process the
photographs. Care was taken to use the same color balance settings on all the samples during processing to
minimize the variables in comparing samples.
Portions of the five moldings were also sanded and polished on their faces to reveal an oblique feathered
progression of the paint sequences. These were then placed together on a scanner and scanned at 2400 dpi to
produce a color image that could be enlarged for direct comparison of their sequences. Scanning them together
insured that they would all have the same color balance. Portions of the samples that adjoined the plaster walls
were also examined for traces of the plaster finishes.
Where wood elements to be sampled remained intact on the first and second floors, small samples cores were
taken using a 3mm hollow medical biopsy needle mounted in a high speed “Dremel” drill. In some cases, small
sections of wood were cut out using a dentil drill. Small pieces of wall plaster with paint were also removed. The
various samples were then cast in cold molding resin and polished with successive grits of micro-mesh abrasive
cloth to form cross sections for microscopic examination and photography as described above.
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Following the lab analysis and the establishment of the basic sequences, further analysis was done on site using a
Nikon field binocular microscope and a 10x “Dermlite” with cross-polarized LED illumination to examine
specific elements that had not been examined in the lab.
At least one sample was taken from the woodwork and processed from each of the principal rooms on the first and
second floor including the current entry vestibule. Additional samples were examined in situ. Baseboards were
checked as well as window and door casings. Plaster was generally examined in situ, but samples were taken from
each of the second floor rooms and enough of the first floor to establish the sequences. Except for the entry
vestibule, no traces of plaster finishes prior to the early twentieth century were found to remain in place. In a few
locations, the woodwork or plaster was sanded to produce in place oblique feathered sequences.
The polished samples were examined and photographed using an Olympus BH2 microscope at magnification
ranges of 50x, 125x, and occasionally 250x in both visible and ultra-violet light. The latter sometimes helps to
visually distinguish between layers that appear similar in visible light, and to distinguish layers of discolored
varnish from dirt. The photographs were taken using a Nikon D700 digital camera. Comparisons between samples
were done on a Macintosh computer using Adobe Lightroom and occasionally Adobe Photoshop to process the
photographs. Care was taken to use the same color balance settings on all the samples during processing to
minimize the variables in comparing samples. Following the lab analysis and the establishment of the basic
sequences, further analysis was done on site using a Bausch & Lomb zoom binocular microscope to examine
specific elements that had not been cast in resin.
The verbal description of the individual layers in the report is simply an arbitrary characterization of the visual
colors of the layers as they appeared in the cross section. The paint sequences are sometimes described and
numbered in the text as “generations” rather than individual layers. A “generation” defines a full finish treatment
including all the individual layers that make it up including any priming layers. Thus some “generations” are
composed of only a single layer, and other may include two or three layers comprising both primers and finish
layers.
Many colors appear much paler in cross section view than when properly exposed for color matching,
and historic paints are often subject to yellowing and other degradation that affects their appearance
in cross section. None of the interior samples in this report have been subjected to UV light for one to two weeks
to reverse any yellowing of their oil content. Some of the cream and light tan layers visible in the report
photographs may become substantially lighter and more off-white if subjected to UV light. The photographs in
this report give a general sense of color, but should not be considered accurate as to color rendition. Therefore, the
verbal descriptions and photographs of samples in the report should not be used as a basis the restoration of
historic paint treatments without appropriate additional sampling and analysis.
Paint Findings
The interior woodwork was found to have been treated fairly uniformly throughout the history of the building with
very little special treatment for particular spaces. The initial layer in most first and second floor spaces is a very
light tan that is followed by several cream layers. The light tan often has a thin layer of yellowed oil on its surface
that suggests it may have been a finish rather than a prime for the next layer. However, the next layer of cream
seems to be well bonded to the surface of the light tan without any visible dirt between them. It is therefore
difficult be certain as to which of these layers is the first finish. The subsequent three to four layers are similar
creams or off-whites. These are followed by a succession of very light greys, tans, and creams that likely date
from the late nineteenth century up to 1946 when another light tan appears to have been applied. This is followed
by off-white, a very light green, and the current off-white.
On the first floor, the paint did not provide clear answers to the questions about the original room layout and
function. All the samples from the window casings of the apparent first floor rooms showed the same paint
treatment for the first three generations of paint, except possibly the northwest room which also has a different
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profile to its casing and was clearly a separate room up until 1946. Its early layers appear to be a slightly deeper
tan than the other spaces. There was some divergence in the paint treatments between samples (additional layers
in some samples) after the third generation up until the early 20th c. layers visible in the cross section photographs
of samples from the first floor casings (Figs. 4.1-4.5). However, as the obliquely sanded samples (Fig. 5.1) did not
show this divergence except at the northwest room, some of the middle layers may simply have not been present
on some of the cross sections. Additional study would be needed to clarify the divergence during the middle
period.
The first floor plaster did not yield any information about the early plaster finishes. In all the spaces except the
northwest room and the entry vestibule, the earliest treatment was single layer of brown oil based paint over bare
plaster, or in some places over a plain wallpaper that may have been applied to consolidate deteriorated plaster.
The 1946 treatment was a light green oil paint applied directly over the brown. This was probably the
“Williamsburg Green” mentioned in a contemporary description of the 1946 renovations. Where the 1946
bookcases were installed on the plaster walls, the brown paint remained exposed behind the bookcases. The lack
of any traces of early paint under the initial brown suggests that the plaster was either painted with a water based
calcimine or whitewash treatments that were subsequently removed, or were wallpapered.
At the northwest room, a single layer of c. 1900-1920s wallpaper was found exposed behind the bookcases
installed in 1946. No traces of earlier finishes were observed under the wallpaper. Any traces of early finishes in
the west entry space were removed in 1946 when the plaster in this area was replaced with wallboard and a
gypsum plaster skim coat.
At the front entry, the plaster adjacent to the sidelights did have 3-4 layers of creams and tans under the 1946 light
green. These probably extend back to c. 1900 or the 1890s.
On the second floor, the samples showed a similarly uniform treatment over time on the woodwork in all the
rooms, except that the northeast room (Room 205) had fewer generations of early paint. The nineteenth century
treatments were light tans and creams. These were followed by light greys and then slightly deeper tans in the first
half of the twentieth century (the 1946 treatment was a warm light tan). These were followed by off-whites and
greyish creams up to the present time.
The second floor plaster typically had two layers of previous oil paint under the layer of brownish pink that was
applied in 1946. The first layer was a light green, and this was followed by a medium tan. In the stair hall, the
green was replaced by a wall paper that appeared to be simply a backing paper.
The baseboards and window sash on both floors generally followed the treatment of the window and door casings,
except that the baseboards that remained exposed on the first floor after 1946 have a layer of brown paint.
Most of the remaining doors and all the remaining fireplace mantels were treated differently than the other
woodwork in the earliest generations. All but the door between Lyceum Hall and Room 201 were initially painted
with reddish brown graining (i.e., faux wood grain) and varnish. All the mantels were painted black and again
varnished for several generations of paint. The black may have been a ground for marbleizing (i.e., faux black
marble) rather than plain black, but confirming that would require carefully removing the later paint from a 6 to
12 square inch area of the mantel. The black treatment was then followed by treatments matching the rest of the
woodwork.
The findings of the analysis are visually presented on 11” x 17” sheets by a selection of annotated photographs of
cross sections in visible and UV light, and in some cases sanded oblique samples. The photographs of second
floor samples are presented together with photographs identifying significant fabric elements on a separate sheet
for each room. The first floor samples are presented on three successive sheets starting comparisons of the
window casing samples, and finishing with plaster samples on the third sheet. A tentative match is provided below
for the finish paints of the first generation woodwork treatment.
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Generation 1 Color Match – A very tentative color match to the first generation paint on the first floor wood
trim using California Paints colors is #8673 “Tavern Taupe” for the light tan layer, and #8681 “Artists Canvas”
for the cream layer that is over the initial light tan layer. The sample was subjected to two days exposure to UV
light prior to matching, which is a minimal amount. If it is decided to restore the original paint treatments, more
investigation of the initial layers is strongly recommended before finalizing the treatment.

Preservation Priorities
The identification of existing visible interior building elements on the first and second floors that should be
retained and preserved is presented in the following 11” x 17” sheets as annotations on photographs showing the
walls and details for each of the various rooms. The relative preservation priority for the identified elements has
been divided into three levels, and is indicated on the photos by the numbers “1”, “2”, and “3” placed on the
specific features and/or in the photograph captions. The priorities are also summarized in the lower right area of
each sheet. The first floor is presented on three successive sheets that do not include any paint analysis photos
(paint is presented on the following three sheets). The second floor is presented with each of the four primary
rooms on a sheet together with the paint analysis photos for that room, for a total of four successive sheets.
Level 1 Features: Woodwork elements dating to the original or early construction of the building that remain in
their original position and are judged essential in defining the early architectural character of the house. These
features should be preserved in place, and any missing components restored.
Level 2 Features: Early woodwork elements that have been moved from their original locations, such as doors
and door casings, but still function as character defining features. Such features should be retained but can be
moved to new locations as required for reuse of the building. Original plaster and flooring are also included in this
category as items that are desirable (but not essential) to preserve, provided they are replaced by similar materials
in the same plane as the original material.
Level 3 Features: Late elements that may contribute to the character of the building as renovated in 1946, but
were not present in the nineteenth century. In some cases, such as window and door casings, these are accurate
reproductions of early elements. Some severely damaged or altered early features are also placed in this category.
Features in this category do not require preservation, and in many cases need to be removed in order to restore the
early character of the building.
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Fig 1.4: East wall of the original southeast room. The double blue
line marks a possible position of the north wall of this room, but
no evidence was found to verify this other than the direction of the
floor boards. The original baseboard remains in place behind the
bookcases.
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Fireplace
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1

Fig 1.8: Fireplace in southeast room. The
mantel is original and was initially painted
black (or marbelized) for several paint
generations. The firebox was rebuilt and
faced with tile c. 1900, and the brick hearth
remains in place. All these elements are
priority one character defining features. The
fireplace in the southwest room has an identical mantel and paint history, and similar
firebox details.
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Fig 1.7: Typical missing window with side
missing do to 1946
bookcase installation.

Fig 1.3: Partial west wall of the original southwest room. The double blue line marks the probable position of the north wall of the southwest
room. The left jamb of the window has always
been buried by the chimney breast (similar detailing at all other chimney breasts is also original).

1

Room 100, South End - Character Defining Features

Highest priority character defining features are indicated by the number 1 on the photos and include the following:
• All existing windows including casings, sash, and any surviving early glass.
• All baseboards (dashed red lines).
• Both Fireplaces including the mantels, fireboxes, tile surrounds, and brick hearths.
• Front entry including door, sidelights, fan light, glass, casings, panels, and adjacent plaster.
Second priority character defining features include:
• Original or early plaster, which is present all walls. Ceiling plaster has been significantly damaged.
• Original pine flooring
Third priority character defining features include:
• Interior partitions forming entry vestibule including casings and sash.

Fig 1.6 : Entry vestibule. The interior casings, panels, door, sash and
other details of the original entry are within the dashed red box and are
all first priority character defining features. The 1946 additions (blue
box), duplicate the original detailing, but as third priority features may be
removed. The fan light retains much of its early glass panes. The plaster
retains earlier paint (c. 1900?) than other walls.

added1946

3

Fig 1.2: South and partial west walls of what was originally the southwest room. The brown paint
was on the plaster prior to the installation of bookcases in 1946. Portions of the original window
casings and aprons that were removed to install the bookcases in 1946 should be reconstructed to
match the original detailing (see fig 1,7).

Fig 1.5: South wall of the original southeast room. The original baseboard
remains in place behind the bookcases.

1

Fig 1.1: Overview of south interior wall showing entry vestibule added in 1946. Ceiling beams (arrows) and metal columns are in
the location of the original front hall walls. Original pine flooring remains intact in the former south rooms and hall.
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Original flooring - 2
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1946 flooring - 3
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Fig 2.5: Center west space that was originally a side entry hall, had its door replaced by a window
in the later 19th century, and was remodeled with an egress stair from Lyceum Hall inn the 1930s.
Its flooring dates to 1946 when its stair along with its north and south walls were removed. The
plaster installed on the west wall in 1946 removed any traces of the former walls. The plans for the
1946 alterations document the 1930s walls and stair. Pressure marks and plaster burn on the remaining ceiling lath suggest the position of the original south wall of this space.
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1930s
door in
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2

Fig 2.1: Northwest room. Original pine flooring remains intact. Windows flanking fireplace were
added in 1946. The door in the east wall was originally grain painted. It may have been reused from
another room. The east wall and chimney breast retain a pre-1946 wallpaper (1900-1930?) over
unpainted plaster. The profile of the casings in this room is unique within the house.
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Early door,
1946 casings

Fig 2.3: Fireplace retains firebox that was probably rebuilt c. 1900 and faced with
tiles that are now missing. The edge of the wallpaper provides clear evidence for
the width and profile of the missing original mantel. This evidence and the firebox
should be retained in-situ but may be reversibly covered over, unless the mantel is
restored.

Fig 2.7 (left): Detail showing probable position of original wall (blue
lines) and 1930s wall that was removed in 1946 (red lines). Change
in direction of original flooring also
suggests wall position

Fig 2.8 (right): Detail from
1946 plans showing stairs and
walls (red) removed in 1946,
and probable position of original
south wall (dashed blue). The
red wall on the right side of the
drawing is likely in the position
of the original south wall.

Fig 2.6 (above): Detail of ceiling lath from fig.2.7 showing
marks (arrows) from probable
original wall.

Highest priority character defining features are indicated by the number 1 on the photos
and include the following:
• All existing windows including casings, sash, and any surviving early glass.
• All baseboards (dashed red lines).
Second priority character defining features include:
• Firebox and evidence of original mantel on chimney breast on north wall.
• Early plaster, which is present all walls except as noted.
• Original pine flooring
• Exterior door & casing in west wall, and door & casings to rear hall in east wall
Third priority character defining features include:
• Windows added in 1946 in north wall.
• 1946 plaster on west wall of former side hall.
• Mismatched flooring added in 1946 at location of former west stair.

Fig 2.2: Detail from fig.2.3 showing the profile of the original mantel shelf surrounded by
pre-1946 wallpaper.
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Room 100, Northwest End
Character Defining Features
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NW

Fig 2.4: Detail of original window in west wall showing original paneling below window. The window stool
marked “X” dates to 1946 and should be removed. The
paneling below it is priority 1 fabric should be retained.
Its surface is retains the last pre-1946 finish paint with a
severely dirtied surface.
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Fig 3.5: Remains of fireplace that served the northeast room. The firebox was covered over
and a thimble inserted for a stove long before the 1946 alterations and perhaps before 1893.
When the original mantel was removed is not clear, but the existing paint lines do not provide any clear evidence for it. Perhaps the paint lines have resulted from a plain rectangular
cover installed to provide a uniform surface after the original mantel was removed but befre
the brown paint was applied. The hearth is no longer present.

Original flooring - 2

1

Fig 3.2: East wall of northeast room. The location of the original south wall of
the northeast room is clearly visible as an unfinished area of plaster and baseboard on the east wall (yellow circle). The window on the extreme right (A) is
within the original southeast room. The change in flooring direction to the left of
window “A” suggests the original north wall of the front room was located on
that line, but no other evidence could be found for it. There are no pressure marks
on the ceiling lath similar to the ones on the west side (fig.2.6). Sanding through
the plaster paint between windows “A” & “B” (white circle) did not reveal any
evidence for a wall surviving into the 20th century. Similar sanding on the baseboard, now covered by a radiator, would provide a more definitive answer.

A

Fig 3.3 (below):
Change in direction of flooring
just to the left of
window “A” in
fig. 3.2

Highest priority character defining features are indicated by the number 1 on the photos and include the following:
• All existing windows including casings, sash, and any surviving early glass.
• All baseboards (dashed red lines).
Second priority character defining features include:
• Firebox.
• Early plaster, which is present the north and east walls except as noted.
• Original pine flooring.
Third priority character defining features include:
• Lower run of stairs and adjacent finishes.

Fig 3.7 (right): Detail Line of
sanding Fig.3.6 showing the
paint layers. The green was
applied in 1946, and the brown
is the only paint on the plaster
predating 1946.

Fig 3.6 (right): Line of sanding between windows “A” &
“B” in Fig.3.2 that was done to
expose any discontinuity in the
pre-1946 paint due to a former
partition.

Fig 3.1: Northeast room. Original pine flooring remains intact. Area outlined in blue dashed line was significantly altered in 1946 for utilitarian functions and does not contain any character defining features other
than door casings in the back hallway that are level 2. The north and east walls retain early plaster with no
evidence of early paint below a plain paper backing and 1-2 layers of brown paint dating to between 1900 and
1946. The original pine flooring remains in place. The lower run of the stair and adjacent walls date to 1946
. They are level 3 and may be removed. Refer to Sheet #XX for discussion of the upper stair run. Only the
wood lath remain from the original plaster ceiling.
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Room 100, Northeast End
Character Defining Features
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Fig 3.4 : Detail of east wall showing unfinished wood
and plaster that had been covered by the original south
wall until the wall was removed in 1946 in order to
install a bookcase. It is curious that the original partitions were installed after completion of the plaster and
wood trim.
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Fig. 4.5A: Window casing of northwest room in visible light.
The sample lacks layer “C” that has strong fluorescence in UV
light in samples from the other rooms. Whether the first generation “B” is the same as in the other rooms is not clear (it looks a
little darker in this sample), but the subsequent generations are
clearly different. The profile of the molding is also different.
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Fig. 4.3A: Window casing of east center room in visible light.
The letters mark the same layers as in Photo 1A.

A

D

Fig. 4.1A: Window casing of southeast room in visible light.
“A” indicates the wood substrate, “B” is the first paint generation, “C” is the third paint generation, which has distinctive
fluorescence in UV light. “D” also has distinctive fluorescence
and occurs just before “E” which is dark in UV.
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Fig. 4.5B: Window casing of northwest room in UV light. The
sample lacks layer “C” that has strong fluorescence in UV
light in samples from the other rooms. The first generation “B”
also looks darker in UV light than on the samples from other
rooms.
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Fig. 4.3B: Window casing of east center room in UV light. As in
2B above, there some additional layers between “C” and “D”
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Fig. 4.1B: Window casing of southeast room in ultra violet
(UV) light.
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Fig. 4.4B: Window casing of northeast room in UV light. The
treatment of the first three generations “B” through “C” appears to match the other rooms.
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Fig. 4.2B: Window casing of southwest room in UV light.
Comparing this sample with 1B above reveals that the initial
3 generations appear to be identical, but there are several
additional layers of paint between “C” and “D” that are not
present in the southeast room sample in 1B.

The photographs on this and the following sheets are cross sections of paint
in visible and Ultra-Violet (UV) light at approximately 100x magnification.
Note that many colors appear lighter in cross section than their true color,
especially the tans and off-whites that are characteristic of these samples.
All the samples from the window casings of the apparent first floor rooms
showed the same paint treatment for the first three generations of paint,
except possibly the northwest room which also has a different profile to its
casing. There is some divergence in paint treatments after the third generation up until the early 20th C. layers marked D and E in the photos.

Fig. 4.4A: Window casing of northeast room in visible light.
“A” indicates the wood substrate, “B” is the first paint generation, “C” is the third paint generation, which has distinctive
fluorescence in UV light. “D” also has distinctive fluorescence
and occurs just before “E” which is dark in UV.
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Fig. 4.2A: Window casing of southwest room in visible light.
The letters mark the same layers as in Photo 1A.
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Fig 5.2A: Cross section in visible light
from the interior side of an entry hall
sidelight. The sequence is similar to the
casings form the adjacent spaces.

Fig 5.1: Window casings from each
first floor space sanded to show the
progression of paint layers at an
oblique angle. Colors retain their
tonality better in oblique sections than
cross sections. The samples were all
scanned together at the same time
to eliminate color balance variations
between the samples. These samples
have not been subjected to UV light,
and some layers may be therefore may
appear browner or yellower than their
true color due to yellow of oil. The
layers in these sample are very similar
except for the north wet room.

E

D

Fig 5.2B: Cross section in UV light
from the interior side of an entry hall
sidelight. The first of the dark layers
dates to 1946.

E

Fig 5.3B: Cross section in UV light from
the interior side of a sash in the SW
space. The layer marked “D” has the
same pattern of fluorescence as “D” in
fig. 4.2A.

E

Fig 5.4A (far left) and 5.4B (left): Cross sections in visible and UV light from a window apron in the SW space.
The left side of the sample was covered by a bookcase
in 1946. The lump of paint on the right is the edge of
the paint applied after 1946 on portion of the apron that
remained exposed. The layers marked “D” and “E” correspond to “D” and “E” in Figs. 5.3 and 4.2.

Fig 5.3A: Cross section in visible light
from the interior side of a sash in the SW
space. The sequence is similar to the casings form this space (Fig. 4.2)
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Fig 5.4B: Cross section in UV light
from the top of the mantel shelf in the
SE space showing that the original
black consists of several layers indicating the treatment was repeated for
several paint generations. The layers
that have moderate fluorescence may
be varnish.

First Floor Interior Finishes - Sheet B

Fig 5.4A: Cross section in visible light
from the top of the mantel shelf in the
SE space showing the original black or
possibly marbleized treatment (A).
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Fig 6.4A (top) and Fig 6.4B: Cross sections of plaster
from east wall of NE room showing single layer of
brown paint that was already present when the 1946
alterations were made. In some locations a single
layer of wallpaper was present under the brown. As
no pigment was observed on the paper , it may have
been applied to consolidate loose or cracked plaster
prior to applying the brown paint. The layer marked
“X” was applied in 1946, and is probably the “Williamsburg green” referred to in descriptions of the
1946 alterations.
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Fig6.7: Sanded
area of plaster on
east wall showing
an oblique view
of the paint layers
shown in Fig. 6.4.
“X” marks the 1946
finish paint. The off
white areas at the
bottom of the photo
are bare plaster .

Fig 6.3A (left) and Fig 6.3B (right): Cross sections from the baseboard molding just
below the wall plaster at the extreme south end of the east wall of the SE space (the
west face of the southwest corner of the current stair). This molding was installed
as part of the 1946 reworking of the stair. The bottom green layer is the 1946 plaster
paint overlapped onto the molding, and layer “E” is the 1946 woodwork paint. The
layer above “E” is the next plaster treatment. Although it appears to be light green in
this photo, it is actually light blue.

E

Fig 6.6A (left) and Fig 6.6B (right): Cross sections of plaster from the original front wall
of the entry vestibule. “X” marks the 1946 light green. The six layers of tans and browns
marked by the arrow all predate the 1946 alterations. The lower layers may predate c.
1900, and this is the only location where late 19th century plaster finished were found. The
browns have no relationship to the pre-1946 brown in Fig. 6.4, as they show moderate fluorescence in UV light, whereas the brown in Fig. 6.4 is dark in UV light.

X

Fig 6.2A (left) and Fig 6.2B (right): Cross sections from the baseboard molding to the
immediate north (i.e., right) of the west exterior door. “E” matches the 1946 layer on
other samples, but all the layers below “E” do not match any of the other baseboards
and casings (the deep grey and the browns do not show up on other baseboards).
This molding was probably taken from the ell and reused in 1946 when plaster in this
area was replaced in conjunction with removing the south wall of the NW room.

E

Fig 6.5A (top) and Fig 6.5B: Cross sections of plaster
from the partition installed in 1946 to create the current entry vestibule. This sample confirms that the
light green layer “X” was the finish applied in 1946 to
all the plaster on the first floor. The plaster does not
have any aggregate and is probably a gypsum plaster,
in contrast to the original lime plaster visible in Fig.
6.4.

X

Fig6.1B: Cross section in UV
light from door casing in east
wall of the NW space. None of
the layers fluoresce and appear
similar to the 1946 and later
layers in Fig. 5.4B. The lack of
pre-1946 layers suggests the casing was made in 1946 to match
the profile of other casings in
this space.

Fig6.1A: Cross section in visible
light from door casing in east
wall of the NW space. The sequence has substantially fewer
layers than other samples from
the first floor casings, and starts
with the layer marked “E” on
the other samples.
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Fig 7.4: Detail from 1946 renovations plans
showing door openings that were replaced
with new plaster (arrows) as well as 20th
century egress stair that was also removed
in 1946. Shaded area showsportion of the
original floor that had been cut out to form
the stairwell.

Original Door
Casing Relocated
1946 - no door
Fig 7.3: North wall showing areas of gypsum plaster over wallboard and baseboards installed in 1946 to close wide openings to rear rooms installed earlier in the
20th century and reconfigure the entry from the main stair.
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Fig 7.1: South & west walls.
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Lyceum Hall - Character Defining Features

Fig 7.5: Original fireplace mantel on west wall. Mantel was apparently
installed off-center to accommodate the flue from the first floor fireplace
on its left side. The firebox brick and black surround were probably rebuilt
and the hearth removed in 1946. C. 1900 photographs show it with a brick
hearth and an added tile surround.
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Highest priority character defining features are indicated by the number 1 on the photos and include the following:
• All windows including casings, sash, and glass (many panes of early glass remain in place)
• All baseboards except sections noted as 1946 on north wall (dashed red lines)
• Both fireplace mantels and cupboards on the side of the chimney breast. The fireboxes have been rebuilt.
Second priority character defining features include:
• Original or early plaster, which is present all walls and ceiling except areas noted on north wall as 1946.
• Door and Door casings in north wall noted as original material relocated in 1946 from unknown location.
Third priority character defining features include:
• Narrow board flooring added in 1946

Fig 7.2: East wall
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Fig 8.7A: Sequence on the column of the east mantel in
visible light showing the original black finish on the wood
substrate (arrow). Note the sample has split just above the
black. Determining whether the black was a uniform treatment
or was a ground for faux marble requires further analysis.

Fig 8.4A: Sequence on rail of door in north wall to NW
room in visible light. Early layers at bottom of sample (Z)
do not appear to fully match early layers in Fig. 2.1 suggesting the door may have been relocated from another room.

Z

Fig 8.1A: South wall window casing showing full paint sequence
in visible light. Original finish (A) is a light tan.

A

Fig 8.7b: Sequence on the column of the east mantel in UV
light showing the original black finish on the wood substrate
(arrow). The earliest black is separated from a second black
by a layer that fluoresces suggesting there are two generations of the black treatment.

Fig 8.4B: Sequence on rail of door in north wall to NW
room in UV light. Early layers at bottom of sample (Z) do
not appear to fully match early layers in Fig. 2.1 suggesting
the door may have been relocated from another room.

Z

Fig 8.1B: South wall window casing showing full paint sequence
in UV light. Dark layers at the top date to 1946 and later.

Fig 8.8A: Sequence on the baseboard on the south
wall in visible light showing the original light tan
finish on the wood substrate (A). Note the sample
has split just above the next layer.

A

Fig 8.9: Area of plaster next to window casing
marked by the yellow circle in Fig. 2.3 after
sanding to look for traces of the picture rail and
two tone treatment visible in the c. 1900 photo.
As no traces were found, the green paint was
applied after the treatment in the c. 1900 photo
was removed.

Lyceum Hall (200) - Interior Finishes

Fig 8.6: Detail of paint
sanded paint sequence shown
in Fig. 2.9, and in cross section in Fig. 2.5.

Fig 8.3: C. 1900 photo showing a picture rail and a two
tone plaster finish that was probably calcimine that was
washed off, as there are currently no traces of a two
tone scheme on the plaster (see Fig 8 below).

Fig 8.8B: Sequence on the baseboard on the
south wall in UV light showing the original
light tan finish on the wood substrate (A). Dark
layers at the top date to 1946 and later.

A

Fig 8.5: paint layers on original plaster at east wall in visible
light. “X” marks the 1946 finish paint, which is a light pink.
The green (O) is the earliest remaining finish on the plaster,
and likely dates to the 1920s or perhaps the teens.

O

X

Fig 8.2: paint layers on 1946 gypsum plaster at north
wall in visible light. “X” marks the 1946 finish paint,
which is a light pink.

X
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1946 Flooring - 3

1

Original
Casing
1

Original
Mantel
1

Window
added1946

1

A

Fig 9.8A & 9.8B: Cross section from the door shown
in fig 3.1. The first generation is grain painted a reddish
brown. The sample has split on the varnish layer of this
treatment.

split

A

Fig 9.4B: Cross section of woodwork paint from window jamb in UV light. “X” marks the 1946 layer, and
“A” the original light tan.

X

Fig 9.3: Detail of original mantel. The firebox has been
Fig 9.4A: Cross section of woodwork paint from wincovered over (to altered) to receive a stove thimble, and the
dow jamb in visible light. “X” marks the 1946 layer, and
hearth has been removed. It was originally painted black.
“A” the original light tan.

X

Fig 9.1: West and south walls. The door at the extreme right was originally grain painted on both sides (See fig 3.8).

1

1

2

Wall added to
reconfigure attic
stairs 1946

Door
orig.
grained

Original Door &
Casing Relocated
1946

1946
Plaster &
Baseboard
Original Door &
Casing Relocated
1946

Fig 9.6: Sanded area of woodwork
paint from door casing. The layers
under the 1946 pink (arrow) do
not correlate with the layers on the
original window jamb, indicating
the casing was reused from a different room in 1946.

Fig 9.5: Sanded area of woodwork paint
from window jamb. Arrows correlate layers to the cross section.

Fig 9.7: Sanded area of
woodwork paint on plinth
under door casing. The reddish brown under the pink
does not correlate with the
baseboard.

O

201

200

202

204

203

205

Fig 3.2: Paint layers on original plaster in visible light. The sequence is nearly the same as in
Lyceum Hall except the light blue appears to be
deeper. “X” marks the 1946 finish paint, which
is a light pink. The green (O) is the earliest
remaining finish on the plaster, and likely dates
to the 1920s or perhaps the teens.

X

Room 201 - Character Defining Features & Interior Finishes

Highest priority character defining features are indicated by the number 1 on the photos and include the following:
• 2 windows on west wall including casings, sash, and glass (many panes of early glass remain in place)
• All baseboards except sections noted as 1946 on south wall (dashed red lines)
• Fireplace mantel. The firebox has been covered and the hearth removed.
• Door & casing to main stair hall in east wall, and casing to rear exit opening (lacks door).
Second priority character defining features include:
• Original or early plaster, which is present all walls and probably ceiling except areas noted on south wall as 1946.
• Doors and Door casings in south & east walls noted as original material relocated in 1946 from unknown location.
Third priority character defining features include:
• 1946 reproduction window in north wall.
• Walls added in 1946 to access attic stair.
• Narrow board flooring added in 1946

Fig 9.6: Sanded area of woodwork paint
from door panel. The sample lacks the
earliest layers visible in Fig, 3.5 as does
the sample from the other side of the
door (see Fig. 2.4)

Fig 9.2: East and north walls. The door to the attic stair (marked 2) has been reversed and has its secondary
side facing into the room.
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1
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1

1946 Plaster

1

Figs 10.6: Profile of casings in the stair
hall differs from the rest of the building.
In-situ sampling confirmed these casings
retain early paint layers. These casings
should be retained (priority 1).

C. 1920s
Door &
Casing
3
Orig.
Plaster

Figs 10.7: Paint cross section from plaster on west wall.
“X” marks the layer applied in 1946. There is considerable
dirt between it and the tan layer below, indicating the tan
was applied a substantial number of years before 1946.
Layer “O” is wallpaper.

O

X

Original
Casing
1

Orig.
Plaster

Fig 10.4: West side of stair hall with sheathing enclosing the attic stair.

1946 Sheathing
3

Orig. Sheathing
1

Fig 10.1: North wall and partial east wall of stair hall.

1946
Plaster &
Baseboard

Original
Casing
1

X

balusters
possibly
rebuilt 1946
2

1946 Plaster

Highest priority character defining features are indicated by the number 1 on the photos and include the following:
• 1 window on north wall including casings, sash, and glass (many panes of early glass remain in place)
• All baseboards (dashed red lines)
• Door & casing to NW room in west wall. casing to rear exit opening (lacks door).
• Original sheathing on attic stair.
Second priority character defining features include:
• Original or early plaster, which is present north and east walls and probably ceiling except areas noted as 1946.
• Door casings in east walls noted as original material but possibly relocated in 1946 or before.
• Upper run of main stairs and balusters on stairs and landing.
Third priority character defining features include:
• C l920s door and casing to bathroom in east wall.
• 1946 sheathing at lower portion of attic stair.
• Lower landing, bottom leg of stairs, and adjacent walls all installed in 1946.
• Narrow board flooring added in 1946.
Room 202 - Character

X

Early balusters repositioned 1946

Orig.
Plaster

Plaster 1946

200

204

205

Defining Features & Interior Finishes

201

202

203

N

Fig 10.3: East side of stairhall. The original south end of the
stair hall was reconfigured in 1946 to accommodate the changed
position of the lower portion of the staircase. Sections of the early
plaster on the east wall have wallpaper under the lowest coat of
paint, perhaps to smooth over imperfetions. Note that the 1946
plans for this area were not built as drawn. Headroom problems
with the lower run of the stair necessitated cutting into room 205
to create corridor 204 for direct access to Lyceum Hall (Rm 100).

Orig.
Plaster

Figs 10.5A & 10.5B: Paint
sample from original sheathing on attic stair. “X” marks
the light green layer applied
in 1946. The first few layers
are consistent with other early
woodwork on the second floor.
The sheathing added in 1946 to
reconfigure the stair to open into
northwest room 201 lacks the
pre-1946 paint layers.

Fig 10.2: Staircase and west wall.balusters have only a single coat of varnish and may have
been refinished in 1946. Stylistically they appear to date from the 1850s-c. 1900 rather than
1833. The stair risers and left side stringer lack early paint while the right side baseboard has
original paint. One can speculate that the original stair was modified in 1893 and again in 1946.

1946
Flooring - 3

Landing &
Adj. baseboard 1946
Early stair & 2

Wall 1946 - 3

Original
Casing
1
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Figs 11.6A &11.6B: Cross section of early layers of
paint on door between 204 & 205 in visible and UV
light. The earliest layer is a reddish brown graining.
The red arrow points to the red ground layer for the
graining which is over an off-prime. The white arrow
points to the varnish over the graining (the sample
has split at the varnish layer). Both sides of the door
were grained

X

Fig 11.1: North wall and partial east wall of stair hall.

Original
Mantel
1

Orig.
Plaster

X

O

C. 19001920s
Plaster

Fig 11.2: East wall..

1

1946 Flooring - 3

1946
Plaster &
Baseboard

Fig 11.7 (left): North wall of Rm 204.
It was likely added in the early 20th
century to add the bathroom. West wall
on left is early with original casings
but no door, the right wall was added
in 1946 to create the corridor reusing
original casings from other rooms and
moving the door from the left wall.

200

204

205

Rooms 203, 204, & 205 - Character Defining Features & Interior Finishes

Fig 11.9: South wall of Rm 204. Doo casing on south wall is
1946 reproduction casing without a door. Its plaster also dates to
1946, as does wall on the left side of the photo.

Orig.
Plaster

201

202

203

N

Fig 11.4: Cross section of paint on original plaster wall
in visible light. “X” marks the 1946, and “O” the earliest
remaining finish on the plaster, perhaps c. 1920s. These
layers are the same as in the Rooms 200 and 201.

O

X

Highest priority character defining features are indicated by the number 1 on the photos and include the following:
• 1 window on north wall including casings, sash, and glass (many panes of early glass remain in place)
• All baseboards (dashed red lines)
• Fireplace mantel. The firebox has been covered and the hearth removed.
Second priority character defining features include:
• Original or early plaster (present in Rm 205 on north and east walls and probably ceiling, & in 204 on west wall).
• Door and door casings in west walls of both 204 & 205 (original material but relocated in 1946.
Third priority character defining features include:
• Bathroom (Rm 203) in east wall, including window.
• Plaster & framing for wall between 205 and 204, which was constructed in 1946.
• Narrow board flooring added in 1946.

Fig 11.3: North wall and west walls. West wall was added in 1946 to
create a new hallway to Lyceum Hall.

Fig 11.8 (above): Cut into paint on
north wall of Rm 204 showing paper
lining under the earliest paint. The
paper and paint sequence matches cross
section in Fig. 10.7 from the east wall
of Rm 202. The white area at the top is
plaster.

Figs 11.5A &11.5B: Cross section of paint on
original window casing in east wall in visible and
UV light. “X” marks the 1946 layer. The early
layers are similar than the other 2nd floor rooms.

1

1946
Plaster (no
Baseboard)
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Stone Building Conservation Philosophy
To paraphrase a popular aphorism, “This building has been well loved but loved too much to leave it just
the way it was originally constructed.”
The Stone Building has a distinctive
history. Constructed in 1833 by Eli
Robbins, whose entrepreneurial
skills were matched by his
progressive civic interests, the
Stone Building bears the name of
his granddaughter, Ellen Robbins
Stone. Ellen continued the family
tradition of community service by
transferring the building to the town
provided that it would remain a
meeting hall or library. Today as it
evolves from more than a century of
library use to its future as a
community resource, the challenge
is to preserve and in some cases,
retrieve, the physical evidence of
the architectural idioms that gave expression and meaning to the selection of the Greek Revival as the
building’s style.
As we learn from the Old Time New England article* by Elizabeth W. Reinhardt and Anne Grady,
Robbin’s decision to employ design elements from Asher Benjamin’s style guide, The Practice of
Architecture, was a deliberate and practical decision. With its associations with ancient Greece and the
ideals of democracy, what was more impressive and expressive of civic idealism than a prominent
pedimented temple-form with great fluted Doric columns evoking the Parthenon? And with Benjamin’s
instructions, Grecian motifs were comfortably handled by the skilled carpenter. Isaac Melvin, the
Concord builder employed by Eli Robbins, was able build a structure using time-honored heavy timber
framing techniques while using the latest stylistic vocabulary.
Today, still holding forth with its neighbor, the Follen Church, built seven years later, the pair of
buildings might be considered as anchors of their East Lexington community, or better yet, reference
points. Follen Church also shares a progressive impetus behind it construction, including the octagonal
plan of its sanctuary, designed so that all could see the speaker equally well. In fact, the speaker’s
position was on the same floor level as the listeners, not elevated in a high pulpit but on equal footing.
The two buildings also share extraordinary philosophical aspirations. The Stone Building was conceived
of by Robbins as “a public building where lectures, preaching, and other meetings could be held and
where freedom of speech would be allowed.” Although altered to suit the library functions, evidence
uncovered in this study provides guidelines for reclaiming the physical layout and interior details of the
original first floor. Happily, the second floor plan is largely intact as are the architectural details.
*Reinhardt, Elizabeth W. and Grady, Anne A. “Asher Benjamin in East Lexington, Massachusetts.” Old Time New
England, Winter-Spring 1977, p. 25.
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A large ell that would have served as kitchen and service space, and was removed in the extensive
renovations of 1946, can be reconstructed to provide space for necessary access and egress if the building
is rehabilitated for the assembly functions which inspired its construction in the first place. With the
removal of the aluminum siding and preservation of the original siding still in place beneath, the exterior
is largely unaltered.
Over the course of nearly two centuries, the Stone Building has been witness to extraordinary historical
and social changes. Its endurance is testimony to the sturdy simplicity and enduring grace of its design,
the quality of the materials and craftsmanship used in its construction, and the generosity of the Stone
family in deeding the property to the Town for public uses.
Despite significant changes, the threat of demolition, deferred repairs, and ambiguity about future use,
the Stone Building has persisted. The task of this report is to identify those elements that should be left
just the way they are; to think about those elements which are missing but could, if recreated in a
responsible fashion, provide useful functions; and to dispense with those elements that either obscure or
deface the building or threaten its future preservation, or both. These recommendations are based on the
architectural historical evolution of the Stone Building, derived from the documentary research (Part 1),
from the building archaeology (Part 2), and from commentary, both written and oral, with those
envisioning potential community use as a cultural gathering place. The following recommendations are
based on the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. These
Standards are descendants of the Charter of Venice (1964) and influenced by The Burra Charter (1979,
with revisions 1981 and 1989).
Period of Significance
The Stone Building enjoys national significance for the period when it was a Lyceum, from 1833 to
1851, as a very early example of this social and educational movement. It is locally significant for its
association with the Robbins Family in East Lexington, who were responsible for the economic, social
and architectural development of East Lexington from around 1830 to 1850, and for its long use as a
branch library form 1890 to 2007. There is also architectural significance as a nearly intact exterior
design associated with Asher Benjamin's pattern books and as an example of Greek Revival architecture.
In assessing the architectural-historical evolution, there appears to have been little alteration of both
interior and exterior until 1946, when a thorough-going renovation made many changes: removal of the
ell, significant alteration of the center hall and stair, removal of first floor partitions, and introduction of
built- in bookcases and magazine racks involving cutting into the historic architectural woodwork. These
changes are not considered character-defining features in view of their deleterious impact on the floor
plan and features of the historic building. Fortunately it is possible to recover the earlier elements as
there is much remaining evidence.
Character Defining Features
In planning for the treatment of the Stone Building, it is essential to have a clear understanding of
elements crucial to its historical significance and architectural integrity, i.e. character-defining features.
Protecting these features becomes the framework for determining the treatment of an historic structure.
Not all character-defining features are original. Later changes may gain signifance in their own right and
contribute to the architectural historical continuum. For example, the exterior entry centered on the west
elevation of the main block was removed sometime between c. 1860 and the early twentieth century, but
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reinstated with a simpler surround a few years prior to the 1946 renovation. While different from the
original, it is functionally useful.
Not all character-defining features remain. For example, the original ell was removed in 1946. Its
presence and exterior appearance can be seen in historic photographs and the 1946 construction plans tell
us its dimensional relationship to the main block on the demolition plan. The ell is a missing characterdefining feature, especially as we consider the early era of the building as a public assembly hall on the
second floor with residential use on the first floor and ell.
Exterior Character Defining Features
Setting of the building in its neighborhood
The street pattern of the early 19th century when the Stone Building was built (in 1833, and much earlier)
continues today. The Follen Church of 1839 survives in place along with many 19th century neighboring
houses. A wood frame gable roof structure with its long end to the street, probably a residence, occupied
the large lawn to the east of the building as partially shown in a c. 1900 photograph. This was
subsequently removed and the ground made into lawn. The c. 1920 brick school building to the rear of
the Stone Building parcel is a variance from the building pattern of the neighborhood.
Location of the building on its site
The façade of the Stone Building is located parallel to the street, with its entrance clearly seen and
perpendicular to the street. The strong presence of the building on its site and in relation to the street is
created by the gable end presentation with colonnade of four massive wood columns supporting the
pediment.
Fence
Early photographs show a picket fence which was no longer in place by 1900.
Landscape paving
Early photographs clearly show a broad walk with some form of paving from the street to the main
entrance. Given the period of the photographs from c. 1860 to 1900, the surface is probably graveled.
The present surface is concrete.
Building footprint
The architectural footprint was changed by the removal of the original 1833 ell to the north of the main
block in 1946.
Mass and shape
The size and gable roof pitch of the main block is unchanged; however, the removal of the gable roofed
ell significantly changed the massing and shape of the building.
Façade -- entrance and colonnade
The imposing pedimented portico with four Doric fluted wood columns now rests on a floor of concrete
with surface of red brick laid in a herringbone pattern. This brick floor replaced the original wood floor
not long after 1900. The columns are original.
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The façade preserves the original pediment with quarter-round windows in the peak of the gable,
characteristic cornice mutules with broad architrave, and Doric columns now resting on a concrete and
brick porch. Most distinctive is the entry with the faithful replication of Asher Benjamin’s Plate XXVIII.

Here the full arsenal of Grecian motifs is combined with carpenter’s skill and a degree of naiveté. A
large paneled door is framed by partial sidelights and shallow fanlight. Next are broad pilasters with
exaggerated Greek frets. Surmounting the whole is a cap with central panel with anthemion in bold relief.
And occupying the spandrels framing the fanlight are honeysuckle vines, stylized and in bold relief. In
fact, the entire entry is assertive and unreserved. It says something about the personalities of the owner,
builder, and carver.
Windows and window openings
The fenestration is loosely symmetrical with six over six wood windows stacked at both floors, excepting
the façade second floor window which is a three-part divided light arrangement balanced with the
entrance frontispiece. Two very early sashes can be seen in the attic, north elevation; other have
different muntin profiles and may date to a later period.
Exterior shutters
The fixed louver shutters may be original.
Roof, gutters and downspouts
The gable pitched roof was probably covered with wood shingles. The present covering is black asphalt
shingles with a copper apron. Wood gutters with aluminum downspouts drain to the ground with no
splash blocks or collectors.
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Chimneys
Red brick chimneys with tan-colored mortar serve the fireplaces. Three remain; the north chimney was
removed in 1946 although the two fireplaces it served remain in situ.
Foundations
Dry laid rubble stone with granite veneer slabs. An exterior entrance dated before 1946, but not original,
is on the east side.
Building materials
Heavy timber wood frame with board siding covered with skived and lapped clapboards with 4”
weathers.
Exterior finishes
Sand was added to the original light gray paint color, apparently to imitate stone. This was applied to
wet paint on all clapboards, columns and trim.
Fire escape
The iron fire escape installed in 1946 as second egress from the second floor is intrusive and not a
character-defining feature.
Interior Character-Defining Features
Floor plan and circulation
The first floor plan has been substantially changed; the 1946 renovations removed the partitions defining
the four rooms and central hall with staircase. The partition at the front entrance forming a vestibule
dates to 1946, intrudes on the original volume of the central hall, and is not character-defining. The
second floor room layout is largely intact with light modifications to the entrance to the assembly room
and to the attic staircase. The entire removal of the ell in 1946 eliminated any evidence of its plan, and
no documentation has been found to describe it.
Interior volumes
The floor to ceiling height of the first and second floors is unchanged. The clearance and sense of
movement of the center staircase modified in 1946 has been seriously altered and is not characterdefining.
Timber frame
The heavy timber frame is original and could be retained. It has been supplemented with additional
reinforcement at the attic level. Additional reinforcement of the floor joists to bring the assembly room
floor load capacity up to code is facilitated by the 1946 removal of the first floor ceiling.
Stair
The center stair rising from the first to second floor was altered in the 1946 renovation to shorten it by
turning it to a 90 degree layout. The mahogany railing, now modified to serve the layout, appears to be
early if not original. The turned and cut balusters seem more of post-Civil War design but could be
reused. The stair from the second floor to the attic is original with old plaster and paint, but it is now
entered from the rear northwest room. Originally it was entered from the central hall landing.
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Walls and ceilings
Walls are plastered with lime-based plaster enriched with animal hair applied to wood lathing. In limited
areas, modern gypsum wallboard has been used as infill where windows became walls, etc. The plaster
ceilings of the first floor were removed and acoustical tile ceilings installed, which are not characterdefining. On the second floor, acoustical tile ceilings were installed on top of the plaster ceilings, which
can be reclaimed.
Lighting
There is not surviving evidence of lighting devices.
Woodwork
The window casings, jambs and trim on the south, east and west walls of the second floor are original.
The first floor window woodwork on these walls has been pieced out in some cases to accommodate the
wood bookshelves installed in the 1946 renovations, selectively removed as part of the investigation of
this study. The first and second windows of the northwest rooms on the north elevation were made in
1946 to imitate the historic woodwork.
The first northwest room preserves paneled window embrasures and jambs which are distinct to this
space and suggest its use as a best room.
The main entrance door casing and trim is original. The entry door casing and trim on the west elevation
date to the 20th c. sometime prior to 1946 but are in character with the adjacent woodwork design.
Doors
The entrance door is original while the west entry door is from the 20th c. prior to 1946 but acceptable in
design. The first floor vestibule doors are modern and should be removed with the vestibule. The
second floor features two doors which may be original, those leading from the upper hall to the pair of
rooms flanking the hall, northwest and northeast. The door between these two rooms and the assembly
room are modern copies and may be eliminated.
Fireplaces and Mantels
The fireplaces on both floors have their original brick fireboxes and mantels. The first floor southeast
and southwest fireboxes have been trimmed with glazed colored oblong tiles which are later
introductions but should be considered as part of the historical continuum.
Finishes
The history of paint on trim and walls is described in Part 2 of this report. Fortunately, paint evidence
has not been disturbed by stripping or removal.
The attic staircase has interesting old paint which has not been covered over by modern painting
campaigns and should be left intact.
Wallpaper was uncovered in what is surmised to be the best room on the first floor, the northwest room,
when the 1946 era magazine rack was removed during this investigation. It has a roller printed repetitive
curvilinear design in tones of ivory and beige and is probably later 19th-early 20th origin. In the east attic
garret a portion of printed ground and border paper survives. Sections of these papers should be saved as
part of the building history. The first floor paper may be a useful reference in consideration of the future
rehabilitation wall treatment.
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Restroom
The first floor restroom is not character-defining and may be removed.
TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
In considering continued cyclical maintenance and the plan for capital improvements, the Town of
Lexington should use the significance of the building and site as framed by the National Register and the
various character defining features. The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties should be used as a guide. The Standards provide advice on the preservation and
protection of cultural resources. The Standards recognize four treatments, capitalized here to distinguish
from general usage: Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration and Reconstruction. All four are
relevant to this project.
PRESERVATION is defined “as the act of process of applying measures necessary to sustain the existing
form, integrity, and materials of an historic property. Work, including preliminary measures to protect
and stabilize the property, generally focuses upon the ongoing maintenance and repair of historic
materials rather than extensive replacement and new construction. New exterior additions are not within
the scope of this treatment, however, the limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical and
plumbing systems and other code-required work to make properties functional is appropriate within a
Preservation project.”
REHABILITATION is defined “as the act of process of making possible a compatible use for a property
through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its
historical, cultural or architectural values.”
RESTORATION is defined “as the act of process of accurately depicting the form, features, and
character of a property as it appeared at a particular period of time by means of the removal of features
from other periods in its history and reconstruction of missing features from the restoration period. The
limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and other code-required
work to make properties functional is appropriate within a restoration project.”

Applications of Standards
Preservation of the character defining features and architectural integrity of the Stone Building is of
paramount concern for the building’s stewards. However, it is also true that the history of the Stone
Building is that of evolving and changing uses which have been compatible with the design intent behind
its original construction – creating a place of gathering for educational and social purposes. From
lyceum to library, the Stone Building has served the community of Lexington. Its future use should take
advantage of the same building attributes that supported its past uses: strong presence; capacity for large
gatherings for lectures, meetings, and social activities; availability of rooms that can serve for smaller
meetings, exhibits, offices, and materials storage.
Given the range of building activities necessary to revitalize the structure along with the evidence to
guide restoring those elements either missing or altered, the recommended Standards type is
Rehabilitation; although some of the activities will require Restoration and Reconstruction. For
example, restoration of the Stone Building can be applied to the altered central stair and missing sections
of first floor window casings. Reconstruction could be applied to the replacement of the ell.
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Preservation of the setting and landscape
The setting is resonant with history and associations. Bracketed by the neighboring Follen Church, built
six years after the Stone Building was constructed in 1833, and the wood frame 19th century residence
now serving as a day care, its historic setting is largely respected in terms of scale. More imposing in
scale is the three-story brick school building now serving as the Adams School, located to the rear of the
Stone Building but set sufficiently away to ameliorate its size. Similarly the large contemporary addition
to the Follen Church is somewhat challenging in massing but respectful nonetheless.
The broad lawn to the south (side) and east (rear) provides a pleasant green buffer that protects the Stone
Building from being overwhelmed in scale and massing by these assertive neighbors. This lawn should
be protected from any form of new construction apart from walkways that may permit pedestrians to
travel from the paved parking to the building and designated handicapped parking spaces. Historically
the Stone Building did not feature any foundation plantings. The overgrown fringe of yews at the front
portico should be removed. The mature shade trees that line the street are attractive and valuable assets.
The tangible setting is augmented by the functional and symbolic associations of the school operations
and the church. Seeking uses that are compatible is highly desirable. For example, if the current tenant,
a private Waldorf school, relocates, the Town should consider leasing to an operation compatible not
only with zoning but with the character and operation of the Stone Building. Educational use is
obviously very appropriate and desirable.
Recommendations:
Maintain shade trees along Massachusetts Avenue, and plan on replacing when overly mature. Tree
selections should favor species with high canopies.
Do not permit any construction in the lawn to the east of the Stone Building. Parking should be limited
to less than 5 vehicles for handicapped access only.
Pedestrian walkways should be paved with firm and smooth surfaced materials suitable for handicapped
access but earth colored in appearance.
It is possible to consider an addition to the rear of the building, preferably in the location of the original
ell.
Less is more – respect and intervention
Addition to the Stone Building
The existing fabric should be respected and any future changes made with the least possible intervention.
Clearly removal of the original ell in 1946 was a regrettable editing of the first edition. Similarly the
alterations to the main staircase leave something to be desired. However, with the latter we have visual
evidence in situ to guide its restoration. In the case of the ell, two questions are relevant: is it necessary
to rebuild it for functional reasons; and if yes, what should guide the restoration.
The future use of the Stone Building conditions the recommendations for a possible addition along with
interior modifications. If future uses are public, such as use of the second floor assembly room for
meetings and lectures with the first floor serving as meeting space and offices, it will be necessary to
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upgrade the building to meet the building code for assembly use. This will require full handicapped
access to the building, emergency egress, restrooms and various life safety improvements. We
recommend rebuilding the ell to accommodate emergency egress and handicapped access with a staircase
and elevator as well as requirements for restrooms and limited storage space. By examining the historic
photographs and the demolition notes from the 1946 drawings, it has been possible to develop a design
that is both a reasonable depiction of the historic ell from the exterior and achieves the functional
program requirements for public use of the building. The interior can accommodate the new uses of
elevator, staircase, restrooms and storage taking the place of what we can only guess was in place during
over one hundred years of residential use – kitchen, laundry, storage, and bed chambers.
Design of the new addition replacing the original ell should observe the massing, form and materials of
the original which took its cues from the main block but should not be a slavish rendition. New windows
could, for example, be thermal paned for energy conservation but should have true-divided lites and
should be made of wood. The shingled gable roof, now asphalt, could eventually be replaced with a
wood shingle roof. The cladding should be painted wood, with the weathers matching the companions in
the main block.
The challenge is to distinguish the new addition from the surviving historic structure in a meaningful
way. The Standards stipulate that new additions should be distinguishable from the old building, while
being sympathetic in scale, massing and materials. The challenge for the designers of this addition is to
finesse the new to the old, acknowledging its heritage without copying it too obviously. For example, the
conceptual design provided in this report excludes the original entry centered on the Follen Church
elevation visible in the historic photograph but adds a shed dormer to accommodate the elevator head
height requirements. This addition falls under the category of Rehabilitation and should be not construed
as a Restoration – we have neither the evidence nor reason for restoring the ell as it was originally but we
do have the need to accommodate contemporary functional and life safety requirements which can be
accomplished in this addition.
If future uses are not of the assembly type but are limited to sympathic uses such as professional or
general offices with the assembly room serving as a conference room with occupancy of less than 50, it
may be possible to forego full handicapped access. Then the addition may not be necessary.
Recommendations
The size and massing of the new addition should reflect the original ell as closely as possible yet be
distinguishable from the original so that the addition does not falsify the history but makes clear what is
old and what is new.
The addition should be in the location of the original ell to the rear (east elevation), adhering to the
original footprint as strictly as possible.
The roof should be gable in form and clad with shingles (whether wood or asphalt); wall cladding and
trim materials should be wood; windows should be divided lite in a pattern of regular fenestration; and
doors should be wood.
The new work should not be designed to imitate the main block but sufficiently differentiated to be
secondary and reflective of the uses within. For example, the door historically located on the west
elevation need not be replicated if the uses within do not require a door.
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Interior: Plan and Details
The original first floor plan featured a traditional center hall and staircase flanked by rooms. Some
evidence for the room layout is seen on the floor boards, and some from ghosts of partitions on the walls.
However, later changes made for the library uses have obscured the ability to tie this evidence directly to
the original floor. Fortunately, the documentary evidence suggests the bilateral paired rooms traditional
to houses of this period. This is further supported by the distinctive variations in the detailing of the
window casing seen in the rear north room, which suggests that this may have been a best room, perhaps
a dining room given its proximity to the ell which most likely housed the kitchen and related food storage
rooms.
The second floor plan is unchanged from the original layout. The assembly room which covered the
front third of the floor plate served as the assembly space for the lyceum activities; later it was designated
as ‘museum’ on the 1946 plans. It was entered from the center hall/staircase. Two flanking rooms to the
rear served as adjunct educational rooms. The stair to the attic garret, which features two finished rooms,
was from a door to that stair from the center hall.
On the interior, renovations which impact historic fabric or are restorative in nature should be performed
with the greatest possible care. The original woodwork, plaster and flooring identified in Part 2 should
be preserved. In cases such as the fluted wood casings, roughly treated in the 1946 renovation by cutting
them to accommodate new bookshelves, new infill sections should be fashioned to restore the missing
portions. In a similar vein, the original staircase should be restored to its original configuration. The
evidence of the location of the curved newel post can be ‘read’ from the outline on the floor. By
restoring the staircase to its original location, the problems with head height in relation to the attic
staircase can be positively addressed. At present there is insufficient head height, resulting from the
1946 renovations. While the outline of the curved newel base is discernible on the floor, its vertical
appearance is left to educated conjecture. The balusters are also a puzzle. What was retained and
reorganized in the 1946, 90 degree reconfiguration which captured space for a library processing desk,
seems stylistically post-Civil War rather than Greek Revival. However, in the spirit of respecting what
may well be a later change, these balusters can be reused along with the mahogany railing itself. The
terminus of the curved newel will be conjectural unless a historic photograph turns up; however,
consultation with Benjamin’s architectural design books in a design rendered with contemporary flair
seems logical.
Recommendations:
Restore the center staircase to its original location.
Restore the entrance to the second floor assembly room to its original location from the center hallway.
Retain the second floor room plan and staircase to the attic.
Retain the attic garret rooms.
If possible, restore the first floor room plan to the center hall/staircase with bilateral flanking paired
rooms.
Retain first and second floor plaster walls.
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Remove later acoustical tile ceilings and restore plaster ceilings on the first and second floor.
Retain soft wood subfloors on the first floor. While there is no surviving evidence of floor coverings, it
is possible to consider floor coverings such as carpet, which has the benefit of protecting the soft wood
floor. Historically appropriate carpets may be an interesting choice; otherwise a neutral carpet is
acceptable.
The second floor strip oak flooring is a later addition but is serviceable and can be retained.
The second floor doors may be original and should be retained. They may serve as a guide to recreating
a new interior door on the first floor.

Preserving Evidence
Over the long history of multiple uses and types of occupancy – public assembly, residential and library –
the stewards of the Stone Building were largely respectful of the historic building fabric. The very
qualities that made the Stone Building attractive were the enduring value and quality of its design and
construction, and its usefulness because of its simple and functional floor plan. The vision and vigor of
Eli Robbins’s conception were expressed by building Isaac Melville with a straightforward room layout
with the circulation through the center entrance and central hallway leading up to the second floor
lyceum room. As later occupants modified the building, the lyceum room remained intact. Similarly the
high quality woodwork was respected and where changes were required, new woodwork repeated the
design of the originals. Indeed, the accumulated layers of paint escaped the destruction of paint removal.
Whether motivated by Yankee frugality or recognition of superior design, past stewards preserved
valuable evidence. Future stewards should practice the same restraint, deliberately retaining those
character defining features which have been so carefully identified in this study.
Recommendations
Identify a local archival partner to take responsibility for saving and cataloguing items placed on retainer
as evidence.
Document new changes with dates of installation and photographic and written records.
Retain paint evidence. If paint removal is necessary, retain large samples of representative evidence.
(The thick accumulation of paint on the exterior clapboards is likely to require removal as further
applications of paint is unlikely to adhere.)
Ideally use paint history as the source for new finishes. This may include the dramatic black paint of the
fireplace mantels, which may have been faux marbleized (see Part 2 for recommendations on exposures
to study this evidence).
If the removal of surviving wallpaper is required, save large sections with date and location of removal.
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Sympathetic New Use and Public Good: Sensitivity to intention and historic fabric
“The next incarnation of the Stone Building will see the East Lexington landmark return to its roots.” So
began the first line of a recent newspaper article in the local newspaper. Those roots are based in a
building that resembles a Greek Revival house but incorporated a surprising element – a space that could
seat nearly one hundred people for lectures. A place where notables of the day like Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Thoreau, Theodore Parker and Samuel May spoke about issues like abolitionism, personal
growth and responsibility, and what it means to be a citizen.
The residential scale of the Stone Building is not surprising, as it resembles many of its neighboring
Greek Revival style structures built during the growth of this East Lexington area during the 1830s under
the tutelage of Eli Robbins, the entrepreneur who conceived of the Lyceum model. Inspired by the design
and instruction offered by Asher Benjamin in books like the The Practical House Carpenter and The
Practice of Architecture, builders and owners adopted an idealized and quintessentially American
approach with tree trunk turned to recall marble columns, and carved wood to mimic incised stone; even
to the point of adding sand to paint to trick the eye into seeing stone. The idea that personal growth
through education and intellectual exploration should be made available to all, regardless of background
or station in life, was idealized and expressed by Robbins who based the design of his lyceum on the
Greeks, and for a time the building was referred to as an athenaeum.
This legacy of use is an excellent framework for its future. By judicious structural and architectural
introductions, rehabilitation of the building to meet current building code requirements for assembly uses
is possible. Revitalization is not just a matter of architectural efforts; those should serve the purposes
and activities of the occupants. These purposes should draw on the capacity for large gatherings afforded
by the second floor lyceum room, on the dramatic sense of arrival and discovery expressed in the
stunning entrance with its dramatic carvings, on the experience of moving to the lyceum room by a
restored grand stair, and on the tradition of learning and community building. Yet the standards and
practices which guided the past builders are not the same as those now guiding architects and builders.
The state building code now mandates standards for floor load capacity for designated purposes, for
example the rated capacity for loose seating assembly is 100 pounds per square foot. Requirements for
life safety – meaning exiting during emergencies, the number of restrooms, and the like will impact the
historic building. The challenge is to make these introductions in ways that respect the character
defining features while achieving the code standards.
Modifications to the site and building to achieve universal access will be necessary and in fact are
consistent with the heritage of civil rights and engagement. Today the building code makes such
requirements so that all might participate regardless of their physical or mental challenges. Indeed, the
code and best practices use the term ‘universal’ access to encompass the concept of participation by all –
in real terms this eliminates the handicapped entrances in favor of the universal entrance. In practice the
challenges of working with an existing building sometimes makes such modifications very difficult.
With tactful design, it is possible to rehabilitate the Stone Building with such introductions while
preserving its fabric and tradition.
Recommendations
Provide for universal access to both the historic front entrance and new addition by sloped walkways
which respect the landscape setting and historic building fabric.
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Build a new addition in the location of the original ell to house an elevator and second egress stair for
universal access and emergency egress. This can house necessary restrooms.
Supplement the floor framing of the second floor lyceum room to allow for building code mandated
assembly occupancy by reinforcing the existing historic floor framing.
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Introduction
The Stone Building is a 175 year-old, timber framed,
Greek Revival structure. Its use history is both public and
private. The exterior has been only marginally altered over
this span. The interior has had two identified campaigns of
modification with work in 1946-47 being the most
dramatic. This assessment will describe the architectural
materials, form and physical condition the building,
beginning with the exterior and then moving to the
interior.
The conditions descriptions will include repairs
categorized as to urgency by the terms poor, worn and
fair. Poor conditions should be addressed as soon as
possible, worn conditions should be resolved in the near
future, and elements in fair condition may be addressed
after five years but before ten years have elapsed. Note that this is a moving scale. While it may be
possible to defer treatment for a period, the condition of an element will deteriorate. For example a worn
element will weather to poor in a short time if not addressed. Therefore, the overarching recommendation
is to address all conditions on the exterior that are less than fair sooner rather than later to limit future
repair costs as materials continue to weather and deteriorate. A fourth category, good condition, applies to
actively maintained elements where no work other than routine maintenance is required to retain the
element.
Overall the exterior of the Stone Building is fair condition
with selected elements in poor condition. This report
recommends addressing poor elements with immediate repair,
worn and fair elements in a preservation phase, and the
interior and structure as part of a comprehensive
rehabilitation of the building.
The assessment considers building shapes, materials,
craftsmanship, decorative details, interior spaces and features,
and aspects of the site and environment – all elements that
contribute to the unique character of the Stone Building.
Description
The Stone Building is a two story, Greek Revival, timber-framed building
with a rectangular foot print of forty feet by forty feet. The gable roofed
structure has a ten foot deep front portico across the entire façade framed
by four evenly spaced, two-story Doric columns with large bearing
blocks at the capitals.
The façade is symmetrical with six over six windows in two columns
flanking the Asher Benjamin pattern book-inspired carved entryway
beneath a three part second story window. Within the tympanum above
the portico are two quarter round fixed windows. The side walls have
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stacked pairs of six over six windows in a slightly uneven array. There are five stacked pairs on the east
elevation and four on the west. A door takes the place of the center window on the west elevation. The
rear elevation also has five stacked pairs of windows. There are also two six over six attic windows in the
gable.
The exposed foundation is dressed granite on the sides, rubble at the rear elevation and obscured behind
the brick portico deck – a replacement for the original wood framed deck. A wood watertable terminates
the wood clapboard siding on the sides and rear. Aluminum siding covers the wood clapboards at all
elevations. Windows and simple wood trim for the most part, the exception is the broad Greek key variant
molding around the three part window above the door. The front door has side lites and fan light above
and is surrounded by deeply carved wood trim.
The side door, installed in 1947 at the location of the original
door, has a simple pilastered casing with a tall frieze. The door is
eight panels with two lites in the top pair of panels. A tall frieze
under the eaves caps the upper windows. All corners are dressed
with simple corner boards. The eaves are boxed to a moderate
depth with a simple built-up cornice mimicked by the rake at the
façade gable end. The rear gable end is simpler. The pediment is
amplified with mutules. The casing at the quarter round windows
is elaborated by raised, squared trim.

Exterior
Roof
The roof is covered asphalt shingles fair condition. Shingles on the
east elevation are older than the west elevation and are edging toward
worn condition. The eaves have a skirt of copper up to 3’ above the
gutters. The skirt is in fair to good condition with failed seams and
there is a hole in one panel that must be repaired.
Flashing
Aluminum flashing on the building is in fair condition at the rakes.
Gutters and Downspouts
Gutters are in poor to fair condition. The wood gutters are lined with
copper and leaks and stains at the wood indicate some seams in the copper
are leaking. The wood gutters appear to be mis-sloped; standing water
was observed in the gutters. Downspouts are square aluminum. Gutter
inlets are clogged.
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Walls
The aluminum siding finish is chalky and there is mildew in shaded
locations. The aluminum siding is in fair condition. Approximately ten
percent of the underlaying wood siding has been exposed and appears to
be in fair to good condition.
Openings
There are 40 windows in the Stone Building; all but three are wood with
six-lite sash. Windows are in worn to fair condition. The two attic
windows in the north gable end are in poor condition. Some windows
are not original, but are period appropriate.
The front door is original, though its swing direction has been changed.
The side door is 1940’s vintage in fair condition.
Trim
The wood trim on the Stone Building ranges from worn to fair
condition, with the exception of spot selected areas of poor repair
where weather or animals have caused localized deterioration.
There is significant wood rot in low locations, particularly at sills.

Foundation
The building’s foundation is exposed at the façade. The
pointing of the dressed granite is in poor condition. The
rear, rubble foundation mortar is in worn condition.
Portico Deck
Soldier bricks bordering the brick portico deck have
separated from each other.
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Interior
The Stone Building interior shows greater change over time than the exterior. The basement has an added
bulkhead entry. The first floor has been fully reconfigured. The third floor changes have been more
moderate and the attic is unchanged since the 19th century.
Basement
Framing
First floor framing, a series of girts and
beams interlaced with floor joists, is fully
exposed. Wood framing ties into a wood
sill around the foundation walls. An array
of lally columns is scattered across the
concrete slab floor. The framing has been
treated for insects in the past and the
activity appears to be arrested. The
framing is in fair condition, but does not
meet current building code requirements
for live loads or dead loads.
Foundation
The rubble foundation mortar is in worn condition. Much of the mortar has washed out, though
the rubble is in stable condition. The concrete slab flooring is in fair condition, with modest
cracking and staining commensurate with its age.
Insulation
There is no insulation.
Openings
There are two six over six windows in the northeast corner
which are in fair condition. There three, three lite fixed sash,
two high on the west wall and one high on the east wall are in
worn condition. A metal bulkhead door in worn condition to
the exterior covers a set of concrete stairs.
Finishes
There are no wall or ceiling finishes.
Chimney Masonry
The brick chimney foundations are in poor condition. Rising moisture has caused mortar to fail
and brick to spall.
Other
Standing water has been observed in the northeast corner and during the course of this report
water was observed at the middle of the west half of the basement.
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First Floor
The first floor consists of one large room, a small restroom, a pair of closets and a janitor’s room.
There is a stair to the second floor and steel columns in two rows running front to rear of the
building. Almost all historic interior partitions have been removed.
Framing
The ceiling (second floor) framing, a
series of girts and beams interlaced
with floor joists is exposed across
half the ceiling where plaster was
removed after the 2007 pipe failure
and during this investigation. Wood
framing ties into a wood plate around
the perimeter walls at ceiling height.
A line of lally columns has taken the
place of historic hall walls. Steel
beams across the tops of the columns
supplement the historic wood
framing. Modern framing fills in the
hole from the stair removed in 1946.
The framing is in fair condition, but
does not meet current building code
requirements for live loads or dead loads.
Insulation
There is no insulation.
Partitions
The west wall of the stairway and the wall at the basement stair entry are the only extant historic
interior partitions. Remaining partitions date largely to the 1946 construction. Partitions are
constructed of nominal 2x4 studs with plaster board with a plaster skim coat and painted finish.
Partitions are in fair condition.
Walls
The perimeter walls retain
the historic configuration
except at the west entry
where the doorway was once
sealed up and has been
returned to an entry. Wall
finish is plaster with animal
fiber binding. See the paint
analysis section for a description of finishes. The walls are in
worn to fair condition with some cracking and holes from
framing investigations.
Openings
Interior doors are a mixture of original and repurposed doors. See the historic finish section for a
description of ages.
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Flooring
Flooring consists of an array of wide boards and eclectic bead board
infill. The boards are laid both parallel to the front back axis and
horizontally. The boards are in worn condition.
Finishes
Exterior plaster walls are painted. Trim is painted. Finishes are in worn
condition.
Trim
Much of the first floor trim is in poor to worn condition due to the
extensive cutting that occurred in the 1946 work. Where no cutting
occurred the trim is worn, but still retains historic character and historic
paint sequences.
Second Floor

The second floor consists of three rooms, a
stair hall and a small restroom. The three
rooms are largely unaltered from the original
construction.
Framing
The ceiling (attic floor) framing, is
interlaced between the roof trusses and
telegraphs the historic adjustments to the
center truss onto an uneven ceiling plan –
largely concealed above the dropped ceiling
of the Lyceum Hall. The walls are similar to
the first floor with studs laced between the
heavy posts that translate the truss loads to
the foundation.

Insulation
There is 6” of loose mineral wool insulation in the ceiling framing.
Partitions

The partition dividing
the Lyceum Hall from
the remainder of the
second floor is in the
original location, but
has been perforated
and repaired with
multiple generations
of openings. Infill is
standard 2x4 construction with plaster board. The
northwest parlor partitions are largely intact lath and
plaster constructions with the greatest change at the
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shared wall with the Lyceum Hall and where the attic stair was reconfigured to enter from this
room. The northeast chamber has been altered more. The hallway into the Lyceum Hall was
largely constructed in 1946 and is typical of construction in that era. Partitions are in fair
condition.
Walls
The perimeter walls retain the historic configuration except at the north elevation of the stair hall
and the fire escape entry at the northwest corner of the northwest chamber. Wall finish is plaster
with animal fiber binding. See the paint analysis section for a description of finishes. The walls
are in worn to fair condition with some cracking and holes from framing investigations.
Openings
Interior doors are a mixture of original and repurposed doors. See the historic finish section for a
description of ages.
The north exterior wall has non-historic openings. There is a fire escape door in worn condition.
The windows added in 1946 are in fair condition and should be treated similarly to the other
windows.
Flooring
Flooring consists of wood strip floor in fair condition laid over original pine flooring assumed to
be in worn condition.
Finishes
Exterior plaster walls are painted. Trim is painted. Finishes are in worn condition.
Trim
Much of the trim on the perimeter walls is in worn to fair and is original. Trim in many of the
partitions is in similar condition, but is a combination of re-used historic material and
reproductions made during various adjustments to the interior partitions.
Attic

The attic is divided into three spaces. Two garret rooms at the rear and an open attic space in the
front two thirds of the building.
Framing
The roof is framed with trusses spanned by purlins supporting rafters. The trusses are in fair
condition, but further structural investigation will be required to determine if they are overstressed. The center truss had considerable work performed in the past which has caused
deflection of the Lyceum Hall ceiling and created a slight hump along the ridge line.
Insulation
There is no insulation.
Partitions
The partition dividing the attic space from the garret rooms is original stud construction with lath
and plaster on the garret room sides. The walls of the garret rooms are also lath and plaster with
remnants of wall paper over the plaster. All are in worn to fair condition.
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Walls
The rear wall of the garret rooms is similar to partition construction. Note that there are no
ceilings in the garret rooms. The spaces are open to the rafters and roof sheathing above.
Openings
Interior doors are original and in worn condition.
The windows of the garret room and the quarter round windows in the tympanum are historic and
in worn condition.
Flooring
Flooring consists of pine boards in poor to worn condition at the garret rooms and pine planks
spanning beams in the attic space.
Finishes
Wall paper is hung in the garret rooms and is in poor condition.

Conclusion
Given the conditions described above there are three treatment plans proposed. These are described in
more detail in the following sections but can be summarized as follows:
Stabilization: Work described and authorized for Winter 2009 that addresses active leaks
and missing or deteriorated materials that are allowing weather and pest infiltration.
Preservation: The exterior envelope of the Stone Building is weathering and will
deteriorate at an accelerating rate as preservation is deferred. Work on preserving historic
buildings is a specialized subset of building trades that deal with historic building fabric.
Conducting this phase is a fraction of the rehabilitation cost, strengthens the building
envelope against the weather and restores the appearance of the Stone Building to a
standard commensurate with its standing in the history of Lexington and the East Village.
Work in this category would be described so the construction of the addition can occur
later without undoing any of the preservation work.
Rehabilitation: Guided by the preservation recommendations for interior features,
programming information from the final user(s), modern building code requirements and
universal access, the Stone Building can be rehabilitated to continue its tradition as a
vibrant contributor to the community of Lexington.
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Stabilization
During the preparation of the Historic Structure Report, the project team observed several areas of
required repair. Completion of this work was considered critical to preventing damage during the winter
of 2009. A document was prepared to describe these items and the contract for the Historic Structure
Report was expanded to allow for the preparation of construction documents to guide the immediate
repairs.
This work will consist of carpentry and copper work and though it will not address all the cosmetic
deficiencies at the Stone Building it will close the building envelope against winter weather and
opportunistic animals such as squirrels and birds.
This work will close entry points for squirrels and birds at the southeast corner of the pediment and along
the west elevation soffit. Missing wood trim will be replaced with new wood trim with two coats of
primer that will last until the building is next painted. The wood gutters are fully lined with copper, but
the gutter system does not drain to the building downspouts. There are sags in the gutters that allow water
to sit instead of flowing out some of the seams are open and leaking. The sags will be corrected and the
seams re-soldered to establish weather tightness. Adjacent to the gutter is a copper skirt roof. A hole in
one of the copper panels is a source of leaking and will be repaired with a copper panel. The attic
windows in the north elevation are the oldest windows remaining in the building. Not only historic
artifacts, the glass in the windows is also broken. The windows will be protected with new storm
windows. This will reduce heat loss and also protect the remaining glass. The threshold of the center door
in the west elevation is rotted and is not secured to the building. This will be replaced and anchored to the
building to prevent water entry and reduce the threat of spreading the rot.
The images on the following pages illustrate the work items described above.

Figure 1: Missing trim at soffit allows water and squirrels into the attic detail at right
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Figure 4: Gutters not draining, causing leaks. Will
freeze and cause damage.

Figure 2: Rotted threshold is a shelf for water and quicker
deterioration of the building. Water can penetrate the foundation
below.

Figure 5: Broken attic window glass lets weather into
building.
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Figure 6: Failed repair at cornice. Squirrel and bird entry, accelerates
deterioration of building.

The work is not estimated to exceed $10,000 in cost. The work should be carried out by craftsmen
experienced in carpentry, copper flashing and trim and wood door and window repair. The opinion of cost
below was derived from on-site discussions with craftsmen.
Subsequent to reporting these conditions to the Town of Lexington, Menders, Torrey & Spencer was
contracted to prepare construction documents and provide construction administration services to have the
repairs made in the Autumn of 2009.
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Stone Building - Buttoning Up for Winter
Material

Area

Unit Cost

Total

1

1200

$1,200

1

800

$800

1

3000

$3,000

1

2500

$2,500

1

400

$400

1

500

$500

Repair Required
Exterior
General conditions

Lift

Flashing

Copper roof skirt
Copper gutter liner

Walls

Wood trim

Siding

Openings

Repair holes, check
and repair seams
Resolder joints,
correct pitch
Replace missing
elements at eave
and cornice lines
Secure at power
line attachment
Secure aluminum
siding at removal
boundary for winter

Windows

Protective glazing
at attic windows

2

300

$600

Doors

Replace threshold
side door

1

250

$250

Total Repairs
Contingency 15%

$9,250
$1,400

Construction Administration

Bidding, Design, Construction Administration
Municipal Expenses

Project Total * plus municipal
expenses
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from town
$12,650
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Preservation and Restoration
The previous section recommends that immediate action be taken to stabilize the Stone Building in the
Fall and Winter of 2009.
It is strongly recommended that preservation and restoration of the exterior envelope be undertaken in the
Spring of 2010. Deferring the work in this section to a hypothetical date for renovation and construction
of the addition will require upward adjustment of repair figures and could require additional repairs since
deferring repair to the envelope will result in continuing and accelerating deterioration.
Work will need to conform to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties and require specialized subsets of the building trades to carry out the work.
The preservation and restoration proposed is a program that will return the extant exterior to an
appearance closely resembling the historic appearance of the Stone Building. While final details of
finishes and colors must await discussion about periods of renovation, the recommendation is to select
one of the identified nineteen or so generations of paint. Execution of the specific treatments described
below will secure the building envelope against further weather damage and allow it to present a fresh
face to the community, broadcasting the town’s pride in one of its most treasured historic assets and
evidencing an active and committed Community Preservation Committee. Postponing these preservation
treatments until the planned renovation would place the building at risk of increased deterioration and
inevitably result in greater expense.
This work is described in a brief narrative below, followed by a list of tasks.
Preservation Narrative
In conformance with the guidelines presented in the Conservation Philosophy at the start of Part 3, the
following is a capsule description of preservation work at the Stone Building.
The most important preservation steps are those that present a first line of defense against water
infiltration. These include replacement of the asphalt shingle roof, grading around the building with
installation of a 3 foot gravel drip, and restoration of the chimney flashing.
The foundation must be repointed and selective repointing is required at all three chimneys and the brick
portico. Additional reconstructive work is also needed at the portico.
Window openings should be spot glazed and made operational. Storm sash should be cleaned. Shutters
should be removed and repaired, and door hardware cleaned for proper operation.
After careful removal of the balance of aluminum siding, damaged clapboards must be replaced.
Repainting of all the siding, trim and openings should take place after existing finishes have been stripped
and lead paint properly disposed of. Evidence of rot and deterioration must be repaired so the areas of
failure do not expand.
The estimated cost for the described repairs, excluding municipal expenses, is $205,000. Please see the
outline specifications and cost breakdown for this work in the appendices.
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Preservation Project List
Category of Work

Specific Item

General conditions

Staging

Comments

Siding removal

Removal of balance of aluminum siding

Grading

Grading to pitch away from building out to 10'

Gravel Drip Line

3' wide gravel drip around building perimeter

Roofing

Asphalt Shingle

Replace

Flashing

Chimney flashing

Repair

Walls

Foundation
Pointing
Chimneys (3)

Repoint

Brick Portico

Selected repointing and limited reconstruction

Clapboards

Replace damaged

Windows

Spot glaze, make operational, paint

Storm sash

Clean, confirm operation, replace 10 percent glass

Repair Shutters

Remove, repair and paint. Color selection guided by historic paint
analysis
Clean hardware for proper operation, paint. Color selection guided by
historic paint analysis

Site work

Openings

Doors

Selected repointing

Finishes
Paint removal

Strip and dispose of lead paint

Paint

Woodwork and siding. Openings carried above. Color selection guided
by historic paint analysis
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REHABILITATION
At a future date the interior of the historic portion of the Stone Building will be renovated and an addition
will be added at roughly the former location of the ell to accommodate handicap access, restrooms and a
second egress stair from all levels.
The rehabilitation described below is an example of how this work could be accomplished. While it is a
scenario strongly informed by the historic investigations and tailored to meet the building code and
accessibility code requirements for an existing building, the presented concept is meant to illustrate one
possible configuration. It is possible that the final user of the renovated space may have requirements that
differ from these plan layouts and adjustments may have to be made.
Prior Work
The plan below assumes that three sides of the exterior shell of the Stone Building are restored prior to
this work. The rear elevation will not be restored since construction of the addition will require extensive
work on that elevation and it is impractical to try and work around restored features.
Design Guidelines - Interior
Part Two of this report is an illustrated guide to extant historic material in the interior of the Stone
Building. Any interior work in the original portion of the building, whether following the proposed plan
or establishing a different configuration, must work to preserve the historic features identified as priority
ones. Ideally, new work will be true to the learned history of the building. Where possible, new partitions
should align with known historic locations and circulation paths should resemble those of the past. There
is a clear hierarchy of interior trim which should be followed. Material finishes on walls, floors and
ceilings should follow the precedents revealed by investigations of the historic building.
For the addition, materials should be sympathetic to the historic fabrics without mimicking them. Wood
floors, painted plaster walls and wood trim are all appropriate.
Design Guidelines – Exterior
Construction of the addition should be guided by knowledge of the location and scale of the ell removed
in 1947. Photographs from the 20th century and plans from 1946 give a clear impression of the form and
materials of the ell. There is a definite issue of appropriate scale and subordination between the main
block and the ell that should be retained in any addition.
Materials for the addition should be straightforward. Wood siding and trim should be similar to the main
block, but simpler. Foundation facing should be rubble stone to differentiate it from the dressed granite of
the main block. The corner board of the existing building will provide a clear, differentiating break
between the original building and the addition. Sash size should be smaller than the main block as is
shown in historic photographs. Windows should have louvered shutters. An open porch may be included
on the east elevation, though the original ell may not have had one until later in the 19th century.
Design Guidelines – Site
The layout of site features at the Stone Building site has little clear historic record. Photographs and
sketches show trees dotted about the landscape and several generations of fencing along the
Massachusetts Avenue portion of the site. What is clear, up through 1942 is that there is little or no
foundation planting. It is strongly recommended that this treatment be re-established. In addition to more
clearly showing the form of the Stone Building in a way that was originally intended, clearing the base
plantings will slow deterioration due to dampness and provide less shelter for pests.
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The proposed access walkways will require considerable grading adjustments. Regardless of whether this
approach is adopted, drainage for roof and site run-off will need to be modified. Since the site is used
both as adjunct play space for the Adams School and as the site of events such as the East Village Fair,
resolving site drainage with a sub-surface system of storm water detention and retention chambers is
important.
Proposed Design
The design presented in this report is one possible iteration of rehabilitation of the Stone Building for
future use connected with the Town of Lexington. Work shown follows the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties and is a response informed by the historical and
physical researches into the history of the Stone Building.
Below are descriptions of the proposed work which is also illustrated in the following plans and elevation
drawings.
Site Work
The proposed rehabilitation makes several site improvements. Drainage is addressed with grading,
perimeter drains, drip lines and retention/detention systems. Overgrown shrubbery will be removed. Two
handicap van parking spaces will be created with permeable paving. This raises the site parking numbers
to 15 which appears to satisfy zoning for library, art gallery, museum or other non-recreational public use.
Walks paved with concrete unit pavers will be laid to the new entry and to the existing porch. The
concrete walk to the front door will be replaced with matching unit pavers to create a more cohesive
layout of site walkways.
Utilities
Utilities to the building will be upgraded. Gas will be brought in and a new water line for fire protection
and new, underground, 400 amp service will also be introduced.
Rehabilitation – Stone Building
It is assumed that the Stone Building exterior will be preserved prior to rehabilitation, but there will be
additional actions during the rehabilitation. The front entry will be made accessible via a sloped walkway
from a large granite landing at the front door, down the porch on the east side and along a paved walk
sloping to the new accessible parking. The sloped walkway does not need handrails so the important front
façade will read as clearly as when first constructed and all users will be able to enter the building at the
main door.
With new internal circulation to all levels of the building via the addition, the bulkhead and entry path at
the basement can be removed, reducing paths for water infiltration and restoring the historic appearance
of the east elevation.
Inside the Stone Building the proposed layout follows closely the earliest known configuration of
partitions. This layout creates four spaces on the first floor and three on the second. The Lyceum Hall on
the second floor preserves the original size and is appropriately scaled for meetings. The remaining rooms
on each level would be suitable for offices, small meeting rooms or even reading rooms.
Historic finishes will be restored and finishes on new surfaces will match the historic. Historic colors will
be determined by selecting from the historic generations described in this report and performing further
laboratory analysis to come to as exact a match as possible. The chief physical feature restored will be the
center stair. The historic alignment with the front entrance will be re-established in concert with the center
hall to replicate the original feeling of arrival and emphasize the importance of access to the second floor.
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Rehabilitation offers the opportunity to introduce insulation to the walls, and replace electrical wiring and
tel/data distribution. New heating and cooling systems will be installed. Hardware on doors will be ADA
compliant.
New Construction -- Addition
The addition exterior follows the general footprint of the historic ell based on photos and floor plans. The
number and location of openings has been guided by historic images with alterations where required by
the elevator, exit stairs and internal room layout.
The addition will incorporate stairs that access all three levels, a three stop elevator and a restroom at both
the first and second floors. The first and second floors will have space that could be used as a kitchenette.
The basement space is built out under the addition porch into additional space for storage and mechanical
systems.
Building Code
The existing building is listed on the National Register of Historic Places, and as such it is evaluated
under the 7th edition of the state building code as a partially preserved building. This allows some latitude
with respect to building code requirements, largely with respect to the energy code. Since the goal of
rehabilitation is to return the building to public use, to the greatest extent possible the existing building is
brought into conformance with the requirements of new construction.
The Lexington Building Inspector and a representative of the Lexington Fire Department offered valuable
commentary on life safety issues as they relate to rehabilitation and construction of an addition. The
proposed use of the building with be classified as assembly and Chapter 34 of the building code which
concerns existing buildings applies to the Stone Building.
Occupancy
Three factors will define occupancy at the rehabilitated Stone Building: egress, structure and plumbing.
Limits are described below, but in this rehabilitation plan the plumbing code is the limiting factor and
occupancy should not exceed 100 persons.
Egress
Two means of egress from all floors is provided. With sprinklers the required separation between exit
doors at the Lyceum Hall needs to be 1/3 the full diagonal measurement of the space if occupancy is to
exceed 49 persons in that space. That requirement is satisfied by the plan so egress from the space is not a
limiting factor. If sprinklers are not installed, the exits from the Lyceum Hall will not meet code and a
variance will be required.
Exit doorways are of sufficient width to meet code. The existing stairway is too narrow for new code, but
is allowed as an existing stair in an existing building. The new egress stair is sized to meet code.
There are four at-grade exits for the Stone Building and addition, which satisfies code.
Fire Detection and Suppression
All required detectors and signaling devices for new construction will be installed at the Stone Building
and its addition. Although not required by the code or MGL Chapter 148 Section 26G, the rehabilitation
provides full sprinklering through the building. Note that it was under the information that the building
was to be fully sprinklered that the opinions of the Building Inspector and fire department were offered.
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Structural Requirements
Assembly rooms in new buildings are required to have a 100 psf live load capacity. Judicious use of
inserted framing between existing members and new hangers for existing structural beams will allow
increased capacity at the second floor to meet this requirement. Similar work at the first floor will
increase its capacity as well. The open framing of the first and second floors makes this task much
simpler to contemplate.
With upgraded framing the Lyceum Hall population has no restrictions other than the code limits of
occupant per square foot, which at its densest is 5 s.f. per person or 160 persons in the Lyceum Hall. Note
that this number is greater than what is allowed by the number of plumbing fixtures.
Plumbing Code
The plumbing code is the ultimate limiter of number of users in the case of the Stone Building. The
proposed two unisex restrooms are sufficient for occupancy of fifty women and fifty men, so the
occupancy limit of the building should be 100 persons. Additional restroom facilities would be necessary
for greater occupancy.
Universal Access
Construction of the addition allows for installation of an elevator for universal access to all levels of the
building. The plan calls for this elevator to continue to the basement, allowing storage of tables and chairs
at the lower level so more space in the upper levels can be devoted to active use. Accessible, unisex
restrooms are provided, with one each at the first and second floors. As mentioned above, sloped
walkways provide access to the front entrance and the entrance to the addition. The paths continue to the
sidewalk along Massachusetts Avenue as well.
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